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SILVIA CURBELO

Ruby

Every storm is Jesus 

chasing spirits, twister 

blowing through the clothesline 

of the dead making waves.

There’s a sure thing in the high wind,

old as some stick in the ground.

Time makes an hourglass

out of anything.

Forget thunder, forget

the reckless past.

Keep your hymns short 

and your fuse shorter.

Tell your children there’s 

no free ride to the reckoning, 

no blaze-of-glory color 

to paint this wicked world.

Blue is some skinny dog

lapping brown water 

on the side of the road.

Green is his cup of sorrow.     

Red is for knowing who’s blind.

What Hope Is

Think of the weight of tenderness

or faith. What is willed, what 

is opened. The way someone whispers 

someone’s name into a glass, then empties it, 

swallowing that small word.
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BRIAN STRANG

the wasp

what kind of  seventh son 
crumbles in the morning air
makes a fire by his bedside 
feathers his skull with the sweet 
carcass of  artificial memory?

touch the tip of  the tongue 
to fulminating fevers
the secret serpent of  night
of  entwined skins tracing 
the seven marbled eyes
stitched beneath the surface
sizzling stones in the river
of  your veins
a canine pack arches toward town
claiming its rewritten history
bushwhackers worshipping Baal
crusaders on the wall of  death
with the detritus of  their entitlement: 
the walking time bomb 
leopard seals cry “give me the world”
run for office on foam and fish bones
yell “we are your overlords”
like a Zeppelin banshee from
the stoned wound of  Wonder

the society for unknowing writes hard like a moth
on hate-hardened teeth
these rubber-masked intruders



look for causation
spread chancres of  collapse
stilled sparrows in a woolen hell 
beneath a chandelier bejeweled with beetles
they are combustible and just next door

the unkind dark
somatic natural night
used end of  a bitter tongue
in broad open eyes
over a bed of  coals
you rise in the room
view the small collection 
of  detachable handshakes
even the most generous critics
of  flickering trees gasp 
at this airborne city 
among the dried stars
undercut by bailout deals 
lunch-time betrayals in private cars
from your insides to their cargo bays
a metronome counting backwards
the god that returns knows
what matters above all else
the insect ethos 
sprouting new receptors
that go hungry 
impel you to hit the sunshine switch
every day all day until you hit
the darkest light of  summer
wracked and bedridden

what matters above all else is 
the cannibal code
living with the obdurate
push of  a stinger 
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something you never agreed to
saturated indigo and saffron
the very garlands of  your dream
that filter through and perfume
your unfortunate treehouse draped and doped
in swelling compulsion
the knife parade
in absolute indifference
what is this ephemeral flash?
what is a dot on a dot on a dot?
what does it matter to anyone concerned?

you live among the fever swamps 
and tarantula hunger
you have been left behind, beached
and it’s true you say to nobody
but an invertebrate sea gull 
leaving a chemical trail along the river’s reach
you give up everything to live in a paper cocoon
with a body segmented by warring desires

lay me in the dirt and turn me to flowers
lay me in my anonymous galaxy 
lay me infinitely 
androgynously 
the universe is a salty tear
in an ocean where every seal has the same name
the emptiest eyes are earthbound 
an existential entity of  the nth degree
lay me in the secret shape of  the Milky Way

Strang/11



CARINE TOPAL

Sobriquet

                    *

It used to be grief  which kept me whole, who knew my blood type, who 
stood at the foot of  my bed. And I let it. Grief  was a thing with shape 
and presence. I knew where I needed to be.  It told me to feel safe so it 
could find me, as if  it knew the future would be this way. And it told me 
so.

                    *

These days I sip from my own cup of  kindness, ask myself  if  I’d like 
another, want veined by fits of  joy. I’m built of  nails, watch myself  
looking back at what I’ve done, carry the beautiful and the ugly like a 
signal of  truth. Once released into pale sunlight, I do my chores. Forgive 
myself  in secret.   Fond lamb.

                    *

One foot’s in winter—the invisible bridge covered in fog—thank god no 
one is jumping today. On the safe side, children giggling, holding hands, 
their waists tethered by rope, one to the next, while a woman, who looks 
like their mother, talks them through vapor circling their heads—like 
moving halos—the beauty of  that, of  what goes on without me. 
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Passing  
       
My brother drove a country of  rides, dark roads, off-road, squealing 
across the damp grass. He loved the reckless nights. He had a godawful 
pancreas he should have dropped off the turnpike at dusk. A thousand 
problems. His sweet blood made injuries hard to heal. With his one 
good eye, naturally, he crashed from time to time. But he loved the dark 
and traveled from twilight into moonlight. His hair was set back far 
enough giving the night a shine. And like the moon, he stood behind 
his mystery, simply turned a corner into a passing field, unable to tell 
the delicate from the invisible, and disappeared. But that’s not how he 
died. He gave what he could and spun light from music. A ravishing 
light. What the moon gives. He lived mostly without touching, but was 
touched mostly by music. He composed in his head and wielded an 
air baton while driving. Driving in the dark. Shostakovich Symphony 
No. 8, Op.65, until he’d return home to undress for bed, discarding his 
shirt and pants, shoes and socks, as if  he were changing a wound.
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Smaller Kingdoms
 
This was April. April tundra, and who could keep warm, 
when Spring garlic still worked its way up, tipped its green 
through the ice? When we ate only what we could carry. 

This was when violets purpled between rock and sleeves 
of  cold. Who could leave here. Who could? 

This was when the boy with a head like a lark sang like one, 
demented with elaborate calm. It was singing difficult 
to watch as his tiny winged shoulders flailed, and this 
when he flew hungry into song. 

And this when his sister saw Shakespeare in the moon 
or it was quill and ink by window light, a glowing beneath 
a lantern on a makeshift desk. When those tragedies 
were written.

When our hungry fathers, who did the ancestors’ dismal jobs, 
craved smaller kingdoms, more easily managed. When my 
father believed in the steady work of  the living.

And this was when I walked around in my mother’s body 
like a long twilight of  faith, because the small cleave to the 
lowest branches—and where’s the god in that?

Topal/14



St. Petersburg, Beliye Nochi     
                            July 5, 2005, White Nights

A nighttime sun stays put at the horizon, then dips at midnight
   just beneath.

                       Moika Reka, Fontanka Reka

Or the daytime moon, tired from unrest, warms the northern sky, 
   muddies
these creeks and rivers and canals.

On a bench by a river, cobblestones beneath my feet, black bread
   in my hand,
I read who built this soot-and-brick city, wind and charm. And what 
   they dug,
They dug by hand—the rascals and criminals.

                       Moika Reka, Fontanka Reka

A wedding party passes on a boat. Eighty nights of  violet clouds 
   spread out
Like twilight. In this city of  Peter and Catherine, their wishes 
   granted by
peasant feet on stones. In this eastern republic south of  the Arctic Circle 
   where
dusk meets dawn and no one sleeps. Such insistent beauty built on bones.

Topal/15
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BAREFOOT FATHER by Ray Gonzalez, 2014
pen on paper (10” x 8”)
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FATE by Ray Gonzalez, 2014
pen on paper  (8” x 10”)



RAY GONZALEZ

André Breton Cento

I know that these reflections will not be the kind to please everyone.  A 
gap in the dream.  I bewitch and I multiply.  Even suffering was haunted.  
If  you bleed and you are a man, wipe the last word off the slate.  Lie 
down, not get up, lie down.  My wife with buttocks of  swan’s backs.  
The women watching lean forward in the windows.  My wife with the 
eyelashes of  strokes of  a child’s writing.  Eyes in front of  the sweet peas.  
Lions in whose manes the chairs are finally burned up.  I see the fish 
bones of  the sun.  Here I am in the cloud, here in the intensely opaque 
room I’ve always dreamed of  penetrating.  I have chanced to discover 
it, unique, doubtless, among so many other fabricated objects.  Let us 
away with our souls so poor and warped on account of  having been 
brutally opened.  I much admire this man’s walking stick.  It is the first 
news I have received from Ethiopia.  The laws of  retaliation wear down 
the people of  stars. I don’t have time to breathe.  I am a spell.
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Jose Luis Borges Cento

My step feels out and finds the anticipated threshold.  The slow leaves now 
recall a solemn child who dreams vague things he does not understand.  
I shall be all or no one.  May those who oppose your sword be food for 
the red swan.  Your hands and tongue are unreliable witnesses.  What is 
insomnia?  It is more than a thing of  metal.  There is a line by Verlaine I 
will not remember again. That’s what frightens us.  The tenuous spider 
web in the pyramid.  The weapon Odin buried in the tree.  Each object 
in this venerable building I know by heart.  The memory went like this.  
I am in a circular cell and the infinite wall is closing in.  Oh, destiny of  
Borges.
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Cortez y Malinche

              Jose Clemente Orozco, Cortez y Malinche,
       Fresco, 1926, National Preparatory School, Mexico City

Orozco paints the naked conquistador and
the nude Malinche sitting up on their bed, 

Cortez taking one of  her hands as he holds
her back with his other arm, the dark nipples

of  the Indian woman hanging down over
a third person, a dead and naked man on 

the floor, Cortez’s powerful legs pressing
down on his youthful brown body.

Cortez and Malinche have fucked many times
and someone has died every night to orgasm

in the new world where Spaniards drip
old wounds as the women take it again.

Orozco paints the bare conquistador guarding
their flesh, Malinche sitting with her muscular 

legs closed, the dead fertilizing the marriage bed
with blood and the cries of  a newly born mestizo

who will someday fuck the same way his parents
do, Orozco’s fresco revealing how many nights 

on the continent it will take to get there.
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The Wind

How do you prove the wind is there when the brutal face of  the politician 
appears in the brain each time the wind dances in the valley of  ashes 
where foreheads of  friends wait to understand the highway with its lanes 
full of  tomorrow’s roadkill—those laughing fires so sad and wanting to 
redefine the path that created the rings of  Saturn and gave the baby 
away?  Each version of  hell has meaning and is too dramatic to imitate 
because the hands of  the last god are tied with fish guts and the electric 
guitar that has hung in the pawn shop for seven years without being 
played, the runny nose of  the stranger smearing the window with the 
desire to play before the wind replaces it with the cold shudder of  what 
will never be.
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The Reenactment

Give up pushing the world away.
The magnifying glass is deep in the woods.
In the womb, a child hears before it sees,
then come the barbarians.
The little altar is made from white
crystals of  diseased anatomy.
Get rid of  the habit of  riding the donkey
because the shortest rib is scratching the wall.
Pour silver into the life of  a sparrow.

The crows are ignored for knowing.
The umbrella is an orphan of  complexity.
In the trick knee, there is pain for the archives.
Sit still and imitate a narrow bed because
the miracle was accepted late last night
when it was photographed from below.
Get used to the habit of  decomposition for
an eyeball hardens to the density of  a bomb.
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JANET KAUFFMAN

Zooplankton and more 

Zooplankton and more, those unreadable receipts at the bottom of  a 
purse, in Pennsylvania they say pocketbook, and no you can’t count 
invisibles in the green shallows, not from this stump, just worry those 
teeth up and down a bracelet, you can’t go far into water or out without 
picking up sequins, cells, red smears of  something defunct or intact, and 
like it or not, such jewelry is commonplace now, more worn than ever.
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Eco-dementia 

In this case he says take some time but I do believe time has taken us far 
too far for scattershot revelations or shortcuts through eco-dementia, 
for instance, and EF-4s in the cellar, where the crazy love of  a slope 
takes over, that’s all that’s left, and the switchgrass outside, even the dirt, 
ends up in another county we don’t know the name of  or which way its 
waters flow.
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The knife in the fish  

The lion in the cloud, the scar in her palm, three birds on the mantle, a 
shoe in the gutter, wind in the basement, a tooth in the grass, green ice 
in blue water, her hair in the comb, the horse in the field, snow on the 
rug, the knife in his thigh, the knife on the board, the knife in the fish, 
dragonflies on the cake, the cake in the wagon, her foot on the pedal, 
the chair in the fire, the rock on the nest, the bleach in the baby, the 
house on the barn, the book in the coffin, the dog in the stream, the 
rope on the rail, a boy in a tree, the doll on a stick, the seed in the scat, 
the girl in the shed, a bowl on the floor.
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Abandoned  

The gnats with gray wings removed themselves to the bedroom and 
exhaled their sighs, counted the corners and angles, before packing it 
off to Panama. Didn’t they know? We’d accompany them as they’ve 
accompanied us but there was no warning. The calm took two weeks to 
notice. Even now, there is fluttering some of  the time. But they carried 
away the small shadows, that’s verifiable. They took their good eyesight. 
The crooks of  their legs.  Every small thing we need.   
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He’s seen it crawl 

A baby bottle floats by.  A raft of  branches. Someone says one thing 
after another, it has come to this. Again. Still, here isn’t as bad as there. 
Water rolls the stone away, pea gravel clicks and walks, and twigs too, 
step upstream. Good legs, she says, on bugs. 

The other way, towards the lake,  in the rotunda, and the next one, 
and the next, cows circle, knees together. Somebody counts the merry-
go-rounds inside, competing with tunes.  He says even if  the milkmaid 
goes outside with a pail, it doesn’t help. Water slides, he says, he’s seen 
it crawl.
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GEORGE KALAMARAS

Letter to Reg from Cheyenne

The passage reads: Honor thy mother and thy mother.  Scratch the honey-
badger from the backend of  its den.  Its rabie, its moist.  Its scuffle and 
fierce.  Pump the fathers from Whitman’s hairy verse back into the 
recesses of  the chest.  Take this tongue, I’d say.  And I’d get down on all 
fours and tear apart salt in abandoned mudflats south of  Cheyenne.

If  you want to grow up dead, try this simple excursion of  shame: 
circumambulate the schoolyard counter clockwise—in widdershins—
against the strict rotation of  the sun.  Tell yourself  slantwise it wasn’t 
you.  Even father lions abandon cubs.  Come, listen, be.  I didn’t climb 
into the roots, Reg, but back up from.

When the British burned Yuan Ming Yuan in 1860, they had in their 
haste left some buildings intact.  Wolflike dogs prowled about, snapping 
and snarling.  Why does one write poetry? Stevens asked.  What, in its blur, 
does it leave standing?  Jim Harrison: I write because I have three cowdogs—two 
females, the third, a heron; Aimé Césaire: I write because my skin is a black 
shade of  black; Jack Spicer: If  you don’t know why I write, then neither do the 
fire ants of  Namibia; Robert Duncan: Everyone’s mother is a falconress; Wilbur 
Stevens: I don’t write—I only collect pennies smooshed on the tracks in Reading, 
Pennsylvania—I leave the rest to my brother; René Daumal: No one really writes.  
See the Sanskrit inscribed inside your scrotum?  Writings write us.

What we leave, we have left.  What is left is never right.  Listen, come, 
hear.  I still recall.  Grieving him.  My father back from his stinging 
moment inside my mother to the skeletal crawl I became.  Climbing Into 
the Roots, Reg, was your book that changed my strife.  There was a young 
man, unwrit.  Then Colorado scrawl.  Tree on a bluff, tree on a bluff, the 
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aspen shivered, mouth to mouth.  All the way.  Livermore to Cheyenne.  
Thirty-five miles not as the crow dies but as turkey buzzards rip corpse 
to corpse.

Or carcass to carcass?  What makes the animal-dead?  Are not the bodies 
of  coyotes corporeal in their bleed?  Stench of  crows just as human as 
all our woe-stung wrongs?  We see.  We need.  We climb a tree.  Snuffle 
a root.  The animal scratch of  our drives.

So there were asphalt turns.  Buildings left, despite the burn.  And none 
were right.  And strains.  Of  thought, Stevens said, we know so little.  What we 
know is the poem thinks us, or in the thinking makes us.  Stink.  Further thoughts 
on thought?  Robert Duncan: My mother is a thought; Jack Spicer: If  you 
don’t know why I think then think through the blur of  a corpse; Baxter Black: I 
try not to think—thinking keeps me away from the chime-time of  my rhymes; Yuan 
Mei: What is the thought of  one thought stinking?

The passage simply reads: Honor thy honey and thy badger.  Scratch away 
the dross.  Forgive him his son.  Let the lion grieve its cubs, shaking forth 
its shame.  In the glands.  In thy grief, clockwise—in deiseil—following 
the rotation of  the sun.  Honor thy father.  Thy Whitman.  Thy Vallejo.  
Thy corpse.  A man like you, Reg, helped me home.  1183 miles away.  
Climbing me up from the root and back into. 
             
                                                                                            (for Reg Saner)
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Letter to John Tritica from Ouray

All these Johns in my life.  You’d think me a whore.  Bradley.  Olson.  
Zimmerman.  All three trebling their lip.  Perhaps no poem has received 
as much intelligent commentary, throughout the history of  the world, 
as “How to Die Without Really Trying,” those contiguous lines written 
by Everyone, added to, collectively, at each count of  three.

Should the journey reach an end, Roethke would drive that car off 
the gravel, finally clear the ruts and grunt of  the “North American 
Sequence.”  His sound-scapes, vegetal?  Hothouse clean?  The poet-
narrator meets his leafy shadow in a place not unlike Ouray.  Even as I 
pass through in summer.  Even as mountains swallow the sun by 7:33.

Kagura, as defined by the position of  my left gray sock, is an event 
performed in rural Japan for the prolongation of  life.  Would it be a 
mistake to hang that deathbed photo of  Arthur Waley in my meditation 
room, east?  What might I conjure?  What would the Aghoris in Banaras 
have advised, our bodies smeared that summer in cremation ash?

And the animals.  1875’s silver and gold.  Ouray had more horses and 
mules that year than people.  You’re in Albuquerque, amigo, holding a 
bundle of  fire ants, reciting poems of  Mary and Gene.  Inviting me into 
your desert throat of  bees.  Don’t get me strong.  Don’t make me obsess.  
I’d rather live in one of  those twelve-sided barns in Pennsylvania.  Each 
wall—with woodstove and sheepskin cot—would house a different 
hound.  Beagle, Bluetick, Redbone.  Black and Tan Coonhound. 
Bloodhound.  Otter Hound.  Plott Hound, Afghan, Treeing Walker 
Coonhound.  Need I name another three?

If  you read the books of  James Oliver Curwood, you’d know the Far 
North cold in 1912 or ’13.  The importance of  maintaining names in 
threes.  Not like two-named Everson.  Otherwise known as Brother 
Antoninus.  Otherwise known as The-Frock-Who-Fell-in-Love-with-
the-Gorgeous-Hips-of-a-Dark-Haired-Ache.
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How many aches did Ouray have when the indigenous tribes moved 
through?  Whites called it after a chief  of  peace.  I say things in threes.  
Call it Moon-Mounted-Lathe.  Call it Gorgeous-Horde-Before.  Refer 
to it sometimes in fours as Sanctuary-North-of-Tritica.

Will you visit us this summer in Livermore?  Carry ash of  the recently 
deceased?  Cross Red Mountain Pass, stopping in Ouray to lunch at 
3:03 before pressing on to me?  Will you lug the Slavic mystery of  your 
middle name?  The third thing, rarely seen, even when we lose a name 
to grief ?  Will you pass through Truchas and three-syllabled Alvaro?  
Bring me three hugs from three-named Alvaro Cardona-Hine?  Tritica—
remember—is precisely three beats.  Mary Rising Higgins, three names.  
Gene Frumkin, only two—like enormous bookends.  A duel of  Ouray 
peaks.  A first breath.  A last.  Holding the tenuous unknown.  You and 
me in between—a pair of  compadres—knocking on wood, counting 
our cracks, passing through the possibility of  threes.

                                                                                          (for John Tritica) 
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JASON WALDROP

Disorient

Every dream is salted.  We sleep assuming 
that the dreamscape is our own private property.
But the longer we stay in dream the more we suspect
someone has gone through the drawers, tampered 
with the view, slandered us with the locals.
We walk in circles. The thief  was us.  Dream 
is another load on the already lopsided body, 
so that we know peace only as pantomime
—the seductive hush of  grace—a woman putting 
her finger to her narrow painted lips, a philosopher 
plagued with a toothache biting down on cotton.
 
Or maybe we say the pelvis is our body’s keystone.
We live correctly when we walk upright.  A lie!
What we mean is that we never learn to walk.
On all fours, we test the length of  the muscle,
lifting—one at a time—a hand or foot,
like the comedy of  a cat trying to shake flypaper 
from its paw.  Soon, the room will spin. 
We never learn to walk alone.  We crawl 
into every dream;  every dream turning,
turning, turning, turning, turning hostile.
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PARALLEL REALITY, SCENE 227, by Branko Gulin, 2015
colored pencils (6” x 9”)
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PARALLEL REALITY, SCENE 232, by Branko Gulin, 2015
colored pencils (6” x 9”)
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PARALLEL REALITY, SCENE 245, by Branko Gulin, 2015
colored pencils (6” x 9”)



JEANNE MARIE BEAUMONT

A Brief Index of The Life and Private History 

   of  Emily Jane Bronte (1928)

Bronte, Emily J.
      animals, love for, 122
      as boy, 35, 55, 57, 121
      as excellent general servant, 63
            drudge, 161
            Cinderella, 82
      as genius of  the family, 34, 126
      as outcast, 20, 23
      as uncouth, 82
      as waif, 19
      Charlotte, did not touch meat, 63
            ugliness of  clothes, 82, 95
            underwear, 87, 95
            vices of, 59ff
      colossal loneliness, 50
      Dark Hero, 50ff, 55, 56, 89, 94, 145, 161, 280
            Byron as, 113-115
      fit, episode of, 27-30, 45
      friendship with wind, 73, 85, 86, 280
      hair, color, 19, 61, 121
            tortured with curl papers, 95
      Heathcliff as double of, 55, 88
      house, room associated with death, 29, 238
            sanitation, lack of, 7
      jealousy of  Branwell, 54
      male mind of, 55
      mask of  perfect indifference, 33-36
      mother’s death, 18, 30
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      moor love, 73-78
      neglect, effect of, 49 
      poems, discovery by Charlotte, 34, 288 
            nightmare poems, 42, 143
      prison complex, 43
      school, removal from, 41
            repulsion for, 42
      spelling, failure to learn, 62
      ugliness of  clothes, 82, 95
      village, as gloomy woodcut, 6
            dead above the living, 7
            fog in August, 7
            perched on the edge of  our world, 52
      weeping, 20, 28
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“Mere” Hypotheses

  Benedict, when he was still Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger and the church’s 
               top enforcer of  dogma, said he viewed limbo as a mere “theological 
               hypothesis.”—L.A. Times

Limbo is enduring.
Limbo became overpopulated.
Limbo was an overlooked typo.
Limbo possessed negative capability.
Limbo is an invisible city.
Ambiguity and Obscurity spawned Limbo.
Limbo exists on the head of  a nail.
Limbo is genderless.
Limbo cannot be cured.
Limbo was a liturgical accident.
Limbo is hell to the most delicate.
There are no heroes in Limbo.
Limbo is a thorn in the pope’s side.
Limbo is a colonized community.
Because it does not exist, Limbo was invented.
Limbo is a junkyard dogma.
Limbo is a buoyant mystery.
Limbo will always be prone to static.
Limbo is unbecoming. 
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IVAN ARGÜELLES

a brief history of SURREALISM

mind wild untamed unguarded unprotected thing
leads to insomnia and all manner of  lewd imaginings
like the time listening too long for the rains
and falling from all four quarters the sheer light
from before the beginning of  things mind
that wild untamed lewd imaginings raining
and get up and walk naked through darkness
in search of  the soul’s small fluorescent trajectory
a window an aperture somewhere in sleep
through which the brain is drawn and circled and bluish
lamps for a split second reveal a truth on the walls
insomnia creating lewd imaginings the wild untamed
listen carefully for the fall the crackling summer heat
tombstones on either side of  the thought process 
a booklet left out in the rain words dissolved
unsleeping but able to recall with some clarity how
taking a medicine to relive the wild untamed lewd
beginning of  things before the light trampled 
flower-beds an orient of  seismographs and stupas
somehow existing uncreated large hump-backed
find the self  suddenly on the rim of  the abyss great
projecting  seminal thoughts about the world to be
in a café centuries later about surrealism and 
a lake between the lands of  pure darkness where
light ripples in waves hailing the cast-off mind
waters of  pornography beside the sleeping Buddha
find refuge for untamed mind wild unguarded
unprotected “Buddham saranam gacchami”
snake mirrors black green red and white
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reflecting back the void before the light before
in a café in the twentieth century inventing
surrealism and sand the bottomless Egypt water
the suffix that forms the plural which is agent
which is subject in the gathering cloud mass 
insomnia insanity lingering lewdness images
of  and cathedrals and iguanas slumbering on stucco
incense in great powder rolls spreading across
the abyss of  surrealism speaking of  infanticides
the cruel opposite of  time lifting  its empty glass
reading in the vortex the early warning signs 
inscriptions in pre-Indus valley this is difficult
because it is wild untamed unguarded unprotected
reading into the left margin the immense chaos
when you cross the border nothing but “ustedes”
vast reaches of  desert and symbolism of  mind
graveyards sanitariums clinics tarot decks
white on white the mind erasing itself  repeatedly
holding a loaded water pistol ceaseless rains
beneath the eyelids the man who is about to jump
the artist with an iris for an eye the educated
chair the waiter of  a hundred years ago
drunk declaiming the untamed mind is on the rise
bearing down on the asterisk of  surrealism 
! there you have it a marble torso about to speak
using all the diacritics of  astrology and vedanta
long unguarded afternoons in the crab nebula
vociferating in duende about the thunder within
when the various and always dead Spanish poets
trade furiously their betrayed identities the AY
cannot scarcely remember the velvet portico 
evening’s endless glove extending its elegy
into what ? mind the untamed wild unguarded
the and always the before and after whatever else
alphabets setting with the aged and unruly sun
spelling nothing a bric-a-brac monsoon of  memory
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the ancient head heavy ho ho trying to fall asleep
despite the drill messengers and the toxic spread
of  dawn in a violent Sanskrit Cyrillic battle cry
reaching deep into the twenty first the last
of  centuries 
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An Account of the War
 
noisy as swarms of  bees issuing from a hollow rock
the Greeks clamoring confused on the resounding shore
is it dawn ?  
does the telephone have a memory ?
numinous and variable as the sky
but not as far as a summer of  echoes
who is talking in their sleep ?
what booming voice commands and
the grasshoppers turn brown with anticipation
as far as the stars that rain in the hollow of  a hand
you are reading it wide open and crystallize
what if  the sea won’t return ?
hard at work with my spear in the sand
I call out with my dream lungs
the opposite direction and horses pulling
from the heights the enormous winds of  sand
clamoring confused they are blind with sleep
the endless and a messenger from Zeus
shaking like a paper of  flame descends
is it how we are colored in the book ?
who reads the lesson of  spells ?
as day is lightened and the gulls circle overhead
the boats resting tired their tarry hulls
salt wafts strong in the shock of  air
on the resounding shore noisy as swarms
issuing from a hollow rock the bees of  men
loud and roaring in their sleep
or are they awake with palms upended
searching the heavens for a key to light
shifting bodies from dimension to dimension
is this the time of  the last war ?
haggard as they are and with plumes shaking
violently their voices are
what is a situation on the radio ?
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grass itself  moving as if  by a great emotion
or is it a commotion in the nerve
eyes rolling back and red spots everywhere
in consternation they are brawling to understand
go home ?
for nine years this futile and degrading battibecco
come to terms with their error
pride and grief  and the young who have just died
what were their names ?
to remember things with the ears of  the dead
yes , and the rolling thunder of  a green distance
homes with looms and hearths and a
what doesn’t matter anymore are the nymphs
wet and listless in the boudoir
their mouths losing paint and hoarse from barking
all night long between the leaves
as for the newspaper accounts and dials
attributes fading in the pale vacuum of
the sheer ephemera of  it
war plague waste drought famine endemic poverty
MADNESS
like a faint sea murmur at first
then a growing swell incoherent tempest
so among the Greeks confounded voices shouts
jibes jests anger curses homeward ?
life becomes this botched mess
memories of  weed patches broken fences gullies
will we ever again ?
pebbles glistening in the atrium where water collects
rains and distances of  lightning
a movie theater abandoned to perpetual night
itself  a painted vastness a ceiling with turning ornaments
fates to be read in the imagined shapes
the house of  everlasting death
men the size of  bees issuing from a hollow rock
clamoring yelling shouting oaths and sweats
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yellow the awning at the end of  day
purple the growling surf  of  eventide
who will get to sleep tonight ?
what god what tree what soft mantle
losing one’s moorings softly dissolving
all in the divine waters of  the sea
and who tomorrow will not wake ?
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Wasteland
 
          trample on our oaths
break spear nonsense the sandy mount
a wasteland    is it the talking shadows
is it the rings on the table
the long cigarette smoking by itself
                reflections in the dim air
that nothing looks back on itself
the same as it was
   or are there symbols that replace us
qualities inert and invisible
sustained by memory
         I am a statue it says
grieving by the remembered spring
where the crystalline liquid flows
often backwards into the wound
as if  marble could bleed
as if  sand with its miniscule ears
were listening to the voices of  the dead
       nothing looks back on itself
shelves of  written history simply implode
conjectures of  iconographers
scribbled in hieroglyphic short-hand
appear suddenly in the evening sky
just before sleep’s powerful black engine
                 takes over
are we the very signs we struggle to recognize
in the daily mirror or merely
what remains after the lawn has been mowed
a separated finger wriggling in the dark
                have spent hours days and months
in the attempt to reconfigure the past
to see in the opaque masks some semblance
      what was the treaty between gods and men
?       hidden among trees in the grove sacred
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to Artemis or in the rite of  sacrificing
a 5-year bull sleek and fat
                watching on the movie screen
the flickering images attempting to speak
who they are supposed to be
whose voices they are supposed to imitate
sitting there in the imagined crepuscule
as the years levitate in a terrible somnolence
no one is anywhere now
       tomorrow I’ll try calling you again
says the statue to its other half  in ruin
in the event that the walls are gone
or that the house is not where it used to be
we will be climbing the opposite slope
granting to the spirits of  the rock
something of  the language we employed
before the dust and the flares
            were there ever three of  us
walking the wasteland of  a November day
far off in the place of  stolen granaries
          of  broken oaths and
              section by section sky
falls away
          as if  the very last part of  you
was finally disappearing
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LAWRENCE R. SMITH

Stages of Night

Bob called in to the Mother House.  “Boss.  He wouldn’t stop singing. 
I told him a cop car was coming code three and he just got louder. Said 
he didn’t spend all that time scoring his scat for nothing.  Anyway, Beagle 
heard and came by on his scooter, maybe doing eighty. The cop, who 
I think is O’Donnell, but not sure because I was hiding in the bushes, 
went chasing off after Beagle, but not before he cuffed Tony to the street 
sign at Mardell and Cambridge.  We got to get somebody here with bolt 
cutters fast. Please…. I can’t do this myself.”

It was 2 AM and the Boss, or the Director, known to the straight 
world as Karen Ishikawa, ran a few rescue scenarios through her mind. 
Noelle could take care of  this, but she was pretty busy right now, literally 
up a tree. The Boss didn’t want to call a fixer; that was too expensive and 
would take too long anyhow. Then she imagined Tony at the station, 
wondering whether he could keep his mouth shut. Singing was okay, 
but only the jazzy kind, not spilling the beans.  Then it was Bob calling 
back.

“Boss, he’s loose. He picked the cuffs with his free hand. We’re 
heading to Scene iii right now.”

Karen turned to Titania, her thirteen-year-old daughter, who had 
been nodding off through this small crisis. 

“Listen, Sweetie, it’s important. Knowing what you know about the 
Troupe, you’ve got to understand that sleepovers with your friends are 
just not possible.”

“Mom, all I have to do is tell them not to talk about our stuff to 
anybody else.”

“You can’t tell anyone, not even your father. Especially your father.”
“Don’t worry, he never asks about you. He won’t even let me talk 

about you.”
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Karen leaned toward the recliner where her daughter lounged in 
green pajamas. “When good things happen to straights, you know, day 
people, they think they’ve done it themselves. That’s okay, because we 
can never let them know how we make it happen. If  we did, someone 
would erase us. The acts in our night calligraphy make more than a 
play. It’s macro-language, bigger than a city.”

“But Mom, you don’t even know how to write kanji.” Titania pulled 
up her pajama legs to cool her calves.

“It doesn’t matter. A letter or a character, strokes this way or that, it 
still comes out as language.”

“And anyway, why would people want to erase us when we make 
good things happen?”

Karen tucked her chin, coughed. “Because what we do would scare 
them.”

Noelle reached the top of  a Monterrey pine in the middle of  Hart 
Park. Her plan was to speed up the normal process of  tree to tree 
communication, the way they warn each other of  impending insect 
attacks. If  she could talk to all the trees at once, she could warn them 
about the bark-boring beetle quickly and they would be ready for it 
well in advance. She had wired up an audio device that mimicked wind 
pulses, but at an extremely low register, right at the edge of  human 
hearing.  The deep humming breaths from the device vibrated her 
internal organs. It made her queasy at first, but then created a rhythmic 
surge inside her, accompanying the breathing in and out of  all the trees, 
the huge mass of  life that surrounded her in the park. She knew the 
trees trusted her because of  what she had offered them, and they in 
turn began to tell her what they sensed about the future.

Noelle at the top of  her tree, under a glaring half  moon, was an 
island in the universe, because now she felt a breathing that went far 
beyond the trees.  She floated in the sky, like the island of  Martinique, 
where she was born, floated in the universal ocean. Her Caribbean 
island absorbed and focused all the energy that fell on it, lifting the spirit 
walkers, just as Noelle was absorbing that same force now.  Her freckled 
face and dark curly hair were a small picture of  the universe, with its 
galaxies and giant wavy nebulae. When the cosmos first began to speak 
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to her, just as the trees had done, she wished she had a notebook to take 
some of  it down.  But then her mind cleared and there were no more 
questions. She even forgot about the Troupe and that night’s play.

By the time Mickey, Tony, and Bob strolled into Winkie’s 24/7 on 
Katella Avenue, it was almost 2:45 AM. They each ordered a poached 
egg on toast and a chocolate milkshake, in full knowledge that Ramesh 
would be disappointed in them. But they needed a quick energy boost 
to perform their designated parts in Act I, Scene iii. After the dishes 
were cleared they reached out over the table and went into a hand-to-
wrist power triangle, projecting enough energy to reveal those among 
us who are greedy for death, the Dick Cheneys who, unlike him, have 
not yet given visual evidence that they are monsters.  The trucker sitting 
on a stool at the counter hitched his shoulder as if  something had bit 
him on the back, then turned and stared at the performers. The elderly 
couple that had been sitting at a table by the door got up and came over 
to interrupt the trio’s transmission. The lady in the pants suit said, “We 
don’t hear any sound, but our ears hurt. Are you doing this? I mean, I 
just have no idea what you’re doing. We’re from Bakersfield, down here 
to visit our daughter and the grandkids. We’ve been driving all night. 
You know, it’s so hot now, we drive at night. And my husband drives 
real slow. So we don’t want to wake up our daughter and her family. 
We’re just going to wait here until a decent hour in the morning. I’m 
sorry if  we disturbed whatever you were doing. It’s just that we don’t 
do anything like that in Bakersfield.” Mickey, Tony, and Bob stared at 
the woman, then at her silver-haired husband.  Nope. If  their power 
triangle had flushed out any monsters within a five-mile range, it didn’t 
include these folks.

Jack and Beagle were using ultra-lite ladders to climb the supports 
beneath the flyover from the eastbound 22 to the northbound 55.  Beagle 
reached over and steadied Jack’s ladder as he leaned from side to side, 
painting giant Coptic script in black enamel. He was impressed by his 
partner’s skill, but still had doubts about the significance of  this scene. 
“What do you know about this Gnostic stuff? Is it really magic?” Jack 
was breathing hard from his calligraphic exertion, “Just what Karen 
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says, that God is the imagination and it’s bigger than the universe. And 
she also said a lot of  stuff about William Blake I didn’t understand.  
Messengers of  light.” Beagle thought for a moment,  “Hey, I know that 
name. ‘Tyger, tyger, burning bright/In the forest of  the night…’ We 
learned that in high school.” There was a long silence as Jack finished 
the fourth line. “Yeah, me too, in high school,” the sweating calligrapher 
said, as he descended the ladder. He looked up and scanned his work, 
amazed at how ancient and right it looked. “Do you think the taggers 
will let this go a few days?” Beagle shook his head. “Dude, when they 
see this, they’re going to fall down on their knees and worship it.” 

Noelle was walking the abandoned railroad tracks near Collins 
Avenue.  Trying to retrieve her star-travelling soul from the Hart Park 
experience, she put full energy into her performance for Scene iii: 
envisioning this area of  the city of  Orange during the thirties, with the 
hobos, the gigantic citrus packing houses, and the railroad spurs that were 
built so train cars could haul oranges and lemons to Los Angeles, and 
from there to every town in the country.  Back when the orange groves 
covered most of  Orange County, the scent of  billions of  blossoms in 
spring created a euphoria that could lift the meanest spirits into ecstasy. 
But years ago the orange groves were all torn out and groves of  condos 
and development houses were planted in their place. Now the only way 
to smell orange blossoms in spring is to have a backyard tree.  Noelle 
tried to recreate that lost citrus ecstasy in her mind, but the sour taste of  
history stopped her cold.

Now that the first act of  tonight’s play has come to an end, Karen 
calls the Troupe back to the Mother House for the entr’acte meal 
prepared by Ramesh Patel.  It’s a perfect time to review the Playbill 
bios of  our company:

Karen Ishikawa, writer, director, and producer. Karen was involved in 
several Silicon Valley start-ups, but found that experience unrewarding. 
She became an adjunct professor of  computer science at two Northern 
California universities, but was fired at both institutions for writing an 
article praising activist Wendy Yoshimura for her courage. Currently 
Karen is a freelance video game programmer.
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Harold Marvin Schultz (aka “Beagle”) When someone noticed that 
his initials were HMS, Titania shouted out “HMS Beagle,” because she 
had been studying Darwin at school. Beagle, a former Toyota dealership 
mechanic, has gone on to serve as a customization consultant for all 
types of  motor vehicles. He is known to the Orange Police as the “Vespa 
Kid,” because of  his souped-up silver ‘65.  They have yet to apprehend 
him.
 
Noelle Desroches came to the U. S. from her native Martinique when 
her father was assigned a position at the French Consulate in Los Angeles. 
After his sudden death from a heart attack, Noelle’s mother fell into a 
deep depression and weeks later disappeared. Noelle worked for a time 
at a botanica on Boyle Street, then moved to Orange County, where she 
tutors French and occasionally patois.

Ramesh Patel is an ayurvedic chef. He came to the U. S. after his 
mother-in-law disfigured his face with boiling oil. Since the scars on his 
face were unmistakable, and generally reserved for wives a husband’s 
family found lacking, staying in India was a humiliation for Ramesh. 
In the U. S. he started a vegetarian health food catering business, 
emphasizing the healing properties of  Indian food.

Tony Castelnuevo (born Antonio Castillo) won a scholarship to study 
voice at the Scuola dell’Opera Italiana in Bologna, Italy. After two years 
and high praise for his gorgeous tenor, he returned to California. Five 
years of  auditions with no callbacks convinced Tony to leave opera for 
scat, which he now hails as the true American aria.

Michelle Horowitz (goes by Mickey) is frequently asked if  she is related 
to the great Vladimir. She always says “No, but my Uncle Morty was 
very good at the clarinet.” As a young woman, she pursued the dual 
careers of  personal fitness trainer and cage fighter.  Later, she became a 
well-known rock climber. She is now Karen’s highwire performer.

Jack Sanderson was a successful building contractor, but lost his 
business and livelihood to the IRS. He is a performer for the Troupe, 
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but he is also prop master, head of  set construction and special effects. 
He likes to remind people that Harrison Ford was a carpenter before he 
became a famous actor.

Bob has no last name, at least none that he’ll admit to. And he won’t 
talk about his past. He believes those things are irrelevant and adds, 
“Suffice it to say that everything in my life has been leading up to this 
moment.”

It was the aroma of  Ramesh Patel’s sambal vegetable curry that 
woke up Titania. As she thawed out on her recliner, the deep sense 
awakenings from her favorite dish spoke to her even before she was fully 
conscious. Noelle blew through the front door and went straight into 
the kitchen. Titania heard the others coming up the sidewalk, laughing 
and talking trash. Tony’s voice, as always, stood out. The girl wondered 
how such a small man could have such a big voice. 

“Yeah, I don’t know much about calligraphy, but Jack and a four 
inch brush can do Coptic like nobody’s business. High art with just one 
can of  black paint. You guys should sneak on over to take a look at it. 
Just go north on Tustin under the freeway flyover. It’s a masterpiece.”

Mickey was skeptical. “And just how does Jack know how to do 
Coptic script?”

“Coptic Gnostic code,” Beagle corrected.  “The Boss put it down 
on paper for him, of  course. But man, he really got into it. Sweeping 
his arms in arcs and pulling lines of  various lengths. I mean, he was 
channeling.”

Noelle came out of  the kitchen chewing on a poori. “Pipe down, 
you guys. Let’s get to the table. I’m hungry.”

“Are you going to swear at us in French?” Bob loved to bedevil 
the resident mystic, but always came up short in those encounters. He 
was a Fibonacci numbers guy, but Noelle had no trouble sweeping his 
intellectual legs out from under him.  She was ignoring him, but Bob 
wouldn’t quit.  “Come on, Noelle, say something nasty in French.”

“Sure. How about  ‘Quand, sous les poutres enfumées,/Chantent 
les croûtes parfumées,/Et les grillons….’?”

“That might be really hot, but how am I supposed to know?”
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“Trust me.”
Eight of  them were seated around the dining room table, all but 

Karen. Ramesh came out of  the kitchen with the first tray.
“We have here our sambal vegetable curry, with cauliflower, peas, 

carrots, zucchini, mushrooms, and tomatoes. The masala and the 
ingredients give this dish a perfect balance for the warrior, providing 
high endurance. And the yellow turmeric rice, with lemon juice, green 
onions, and cilantro, is the accompaniment. Our chutneys are a sweet 
mango, with a little heat, and a mint/cilantro that is very, very hot.”

He placed these dishes on the table, rushed back to the kitchen and 
returned with a basket of  pooris, large tasty puffs of  bread, a potato 
masala for the pooris, an okra shaki bindi, and a pitcher of  rosewater 
lassi, a sweet yoghurt drink. Later the desserts, a rice pudding called 
kheer and gulub jamun, balls of  whey cheese floating in saffron syrup.

The Troupe had already passed the dishes around, and had gotten 
well into the meal when Karen appeared with a stack of  revised directions 
for the night’s second act.  She was distributing them around the table 
when two men in suits walked through the open front door with guns 
drawn. 

Beagle jumped up and ran for the back door, but he was intercepted 
there by another suit. Beagle, Ramesh, and the man with a gun returned 
to the dining table just as Karen was moving toward the intruders. 

“What the hell do you think you’re doing, coming in here like this?”
“Ms. Ishikawa, my name is John and I’ve been sent here by Mr. 

Robert Murdstone. Please cooperate with us, because we don’t mean to 
harm anyone.”

The other two men reached under their suit jackets and took out 
flexi-cuffs, the plastic kind used by police in mass arrests. John continued 
by explaining that the whole group needed to be restrained until his full 
explanation was complete.

Karen took another step toward the intruders. “Damn it, you’re not 
going to put those on my little girl. I won’t let you.” John signaled the 
other two men not to cuff Titania. “And why do I keep thinking you 
guys are FBI agents? You look and dress like them. You talk like them.”

John continued in his soft-sell voice. “No, as I said before, we work 
for Mr. Murdstone, not the government. And as soon as everyone is 
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secure, we’ll holster our side arms. We take no pleasure in pointing 
them at any of  you. But it is odd that you mentioned the FBI, because 
all three of  us worked there at one time. But Mr. Murdstone is far more 
generous than the government and we find his vision for the world far 
more compelling. And, believe me, if  it were the FBI coming after you 
tonight, they would have been far more frightening and far less polite 
than we are.  You’re lucky we got here first. I’m sure they’d be just as 
interested in you as we are, if  they had our intelligence.”

As one of  the other men cuffed Karen and led her back to her seat, 
Beagle spoke up. “Guns are not intelligence. You don’t need intelligence 
to hold a gun.”

“I’m sure that’s true,” John smiled with quiet amusement. “But I 
was referring to another kind of  intelligence: information gathering.”

Noelle looked at John with a particularly ferocious stare. “Are you 
kidnapping us?”

“No, no, no.  ‘Kidnapping’ is a very strong word. And remember, 
as I said before, Mr. Murdstone is a very generous man. I would prefer 
to say that our job is to put potential resources, and that would be all 
of  you, into protective custody. Our orders are to make sure we have 
everyone secure, as well as any pertinent devices in the house, to debrief  
the subjects, and to await transportation.”

Karen had finally overcome her fury enough to ask the obvious 
question. “What do you want from us?”

 John folded his arms and continued his verbal massage. “Oh, I think 
you know.  If  you actually have a functional telepathic system, as we 
believe you have, you must understand how interested Mr. Murdstone 
might be. Worldcast controls print media and television, and a telepathic 
network would be a perfect complement to those media.”

Bob snickered, “You guys are so stupid. There’s a lot more than 
telepathy going on here.”

When Karen gave him serious stink eye, Bob looked away. 
Jack checked his colleagues around the table. “I don’t know what 

Bob is talking about. Do any of  you? We’re just a bunch of  unemployed 
people who like to do crazy things at night. I mean, what else do we 
have to keep us busy?”
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John pulled a chair close to the dining table and sat. “Oh my, are we 
going to have a good talk or is this going to be difficult? I hope the former, 
but I am willing to spend a lot of  time with you folks. I recommend a 
good, open conversation.” Glancing at the dinner table, John changed 
his focus. “Ooh, that’s Indian food, isn’t it? One of  my favorites. Do you 
mind if  my colleagues and I sample some of  this lovely meal?”

“With our hands tied behind our backs, what would you do if  we 
said no?” Bob bumped up and down on his seat.

 John looked offended. “I am a gentleman. I wouldn’t think of  tasting 
without asking. By the way, do you have any samosas?”

As the suits filled small plates with food, Noelle made one more 
attempt to distract them from their mission. “I don’t know who you’ve 
been talking to, but this telepathy business sounds like someone’s fantasy. 
Or maybe it’s just a guy who doesn’t like us and is trying to get us in 
trouble.” Noelle pulled at the cuffs, but there was no wiggle room. It 
was hard for her to control the urge to swear, in French or any other 
language.

John turned to Titania, who had been standing near the kitchen 
door. “Young lady, we would appreciate it if  you would bring us a pitcher 
of  water and three glasses. This food is hotter than I expected.”

“My name is Titania.”
“Well, then, Titania, would you please get us that water?”
“Wouldn’t you rather have fresh-squeezed orange juice? It’s from 

our trees in the backyard.”
“Is it ready to go?”
“Ready to go.”
John rubbed his hands together. “That sounds just fine, Titania. 

Orange juice it is.”
Titania took a step toward the kitchen and then turned to look at her 

mother.  Karen, noticing that John and had gotten up and was huddling 
with his fellow Murdstone agents, looked at Titania and mouthed the 
word “Ambien.”

After Titania cut her mother free with kitchen scissors, the Boss 
quickly freed the rest of  the Troupe. They disarmed the comatose suits, 
bound them hand and foot. Karen signaled everyone back to the dinner 
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table. “Obviously, because of  these three jerks and that son of  a bitch 
Murdstone, we can’t stay here. But it suddenly occurred to me, just now, 
that this might not be all bad. I think we’ve been working too small. The 
kind of  energy we’re generating doesn’t stop at city limits, or the borders 
of  countries, for that matter. We’ve got to spread out, really spread out. 
It’ll take a couple of  hours for me to get everyone’s passports.  Jack, 
there’s a piece of  half  inch plywood in the garage. I want you to put 
twelve four inch holes in it, like this.” The Boss made a quick sketch and 
handed it to him. “All the rest of  you, get your traveling kits together 
and get back here quick.  We’ve got to be out before sunrise.”

There were morose looks on a lot of  their faces, but Tony was excited. 
“How about Miami for me? Or maybe Key West. Isn’t that part of  the 
Bermuda Triangle? I mean that place has to have some spectacular 
energy for long-distance transmission.” 
     

At 6 AM early dog walkers moved through the park in the center 
of  Orange Circle, in the heart of  Old Towne. There was relative quiet 
until an older woman with a Pomeranian screamed. All the other dog 
walkers gathered quickly to see three semi-conscious men, the sleeves 
and trouser legs of  their expensive suits pulled to elbows and knees, 
fastened to Jack’s improvised stocks with flexi-cuffs. The man with the 
yellow Lab gasped, shouted for someone to call 911. The Pomeranian 
lady said, “Oh these poor men, what on earth is being done to decent, 
innocent people nowadays?” 

A heavily bearded man in loose-fitting white linen top and pants, 
neck circled with beads, said “I wouldn’t be so quick to call 911, if  I 
were you folks.  And what makes you think these guys don’t deserve 
this?” He began a low rolling laugh that careened around the trees in 
the circle. The dogs all cowered as he walked away.
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TERRY HAUPTMAN

The Landfill Harmonic

Corpse flowers in the orphans’ cupped hands 
Amanita Muscaria,  
Death-caps, passion flowers, jasmine and yucca,   
Grey dust sparking remnants from the universal veil. 

Children create instruments 
From the garbage dumps of  Paraguay.  
Sr. Favio Chavez, director of  his orchestra,   
Conducts in the ruins of  time.     

Ada Rios plays her violin     
Recycled from trash      
To angel’s dreaming       
Chaga’s black volcanic rust,        
Drinking yerba maté         
Blessing the days,        
In wind-walking praise.
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Hebrew Ballads II

     For Else Lasker-Schuler (1869-1945) 
     Traces of  the divine light adhered to the
     fragments of  the broken vessels like sparks.
     Therefore it should be the aim of  everyone
     to raise these sparks from where they are
     imprisoned in the world and to elevate them
     to holiness by the power of  their soul. 
                               Israel Sarug (1691) 

Black Swan of  Israel
Granddaughter of  the psalmist
Buried at the Mount of  Olives,
Your Shulamite pulse
Lonely in desert winds
Talks to yourself
As the date palms of  Galilee
Spark your soul. 

Bohemian of  the Old City
Improvising on your blue piano
Returning the shards to their resting place
Bartering for toys and doves.
You who saw the world burning
In sorrow and love.  
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The Terrible Years

        “. . . gentle girls, my beloved sisters      
        We shall certainly find ourselves in Hell!” 
                                Marina Tsvetaeva 

Your mystery, Marina,
Impassioned in winter’s night
Pierces the world’s
Rose kiss of  sorrow
Falling, falling 

Such love. . .Pasternak and Rilke
Lighting your way
Pouring stars down on
The torpor of  grief
Black light
The ravaged earth

Digging the blue dybbuk clay
From Moscow’s streets
Where “all poets are Jews” 

Dancing on graves
Where the forbidden cries out
Against desire
As dead bees breathe the fires of  life
Soul of  your soul, Marina 

As poverty presses you
Deep into its fold,
Freezing in Yelabuga’s blue heat,
Hanging yourself  against the night
Drinking black resins
Betraying ever-changing fate
Let the winds carry you.
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ALEGORIA DE LA ORFANDAD (ALLEGORY 
OF ORPHANHOOD) by Marcelo Bordese, 
2006, acrylic on canvas (40” x 36”)
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JARDÍN HORMONAL (HORMONAL GARDEN) 
by Marcelo Bordese, 2008 acrylic on canvas (20” x 16”)
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CAPERUSITA Y EL LOBO (RED RIDINGHOOD 
AND THE WOLF) by Marcelo Bordese, 2007 (14” x 18”)
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MADONNA CON INFANTES (MADONNA WITH CHILDREN) 
by Marcelo Bordese 2008, acrylic on canvas (12”x 16”)



MARC TRETIN

Maya, Sleeping on the Cairo to New York Flight, 
   is Addressed by Her Muse:

“Because you lost your cell phone,
and your foot is jammed under the seat in front of  you,
you dream the plane is made of  clouds.
Although you do not believe your airline’s motto,
‘Faith Despite Fate,’ but because ‘Skyy
Airlines’ has that very masculine double YY, 
you think of  your stillborn boy 
you would have named Harry, for Heryschef,
the god of  the banks of  the Nile.
Since you cannot pour your guilt through a sentence, 
you see the Nile dribbling through your garden hose
and over a riverbank of  broken bones. 
As a hippo’s vegetarian teeth  
skewer the flank and throat of  a delicate gazelle, 
her baby wonders why the floating red blossoms 
hurt so much as he’s tugged underwater
by two crocodiles while the god, Heryschef  (manifesting 
himself  as a stork), eats a nest of  crocodile eggs.
Where the waters well into mud and rocks 
there is a mirror painted with images of  infants 
missing limbs or simply blue. Looking would 
waken you, so the stewardess of  Skyy Airlines 
announces:
 ‘For the safety of  all passengers during this period 
 of  turbulence, please read the placard from the pocket
 in front of  you concerning instructions 
 on how to achieve levitation during flight.
 All passengers must achieve a weightless 
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 lotus position or significant portions 
 of  the passenger’s luggage will be lost.
 And on hearing of  the flight’s delay  
 your husband will call the cell phone 
 that fell behind the big red pillow 
 on your lover’s bed.’ ”
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JAY PASSER

Letter to Myself  III

You can name me the plant, say anything that grows, say it in Latin, 
assign it a color. Just don’t give it a baptism. There’s a revolution to 
consider. Romance, for corporations to exploit, to advertise per annum 
—like animation sucked out of  the fly after that weeklong bender 
known as a life-span, chaff for the elements to dissimilate. You can cut 
me open with a stiletto, I will bleed the color of  the core of  the earth, 
molten bravado. Meanwhile the ushers sweep up greasy debris, the 
stale popcorn following the matinee. How many languages will it take 
to render an empire anachronistic? I see a flower and a man and a 
statue in the park. I wash in the fountain at midnight, obscure as fistfuls 
of  copper. It’s quiet in the garden, seemingly final—but for the stench, 
serpents coiled in the peripherals, birds brightly exploding.
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Letter to Myself  IV

I watched a movie today, to avoid gunfire. To avoid asteroids, tsunamis, 
aphids, left-wing conservatism. First I went out for coffee, stepping lightly 
on the sidewalks, sticking close to walls where the texture is fascinating. 
Fire-brick in particular, for scaling towards the sky, say in an emergency. 
The sky is clear and unthreatening. It’s drought season, has been all 
year, in fact going on for several years now, and consequently specialists 
in the field are publishing all sorts of  warnings. I watched the movie 
in bed, on the computer screen, soundtrack lodged in my ears. There 
is no safer place to drown, or burn, or have a stroke, or be shot at, or 
be torn apart by rabid animals, or be abducted. I had some orange 
juice with my vodka. The corner store sells oranges for 79 cents apiece, 
while another store several block away sells them for 79 cents a pound. 
Instances like these, choices, make life interesting. Back at my address, 
I took the elevator, just to tempt fate a little. After all, it’s earthquake 
country, and I live in an old building. I’m four floors up and couldn’t be 
closer, even if  the roof  caves in.
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LEIGH HERRICK

Hawk Poem #4
 
Everything ends, you know that, Hawk.  
The telepathy between us, the circle of  commissioning spring, that song 
in my head this morning shchedryk return of  the swallow making solstice 
promises out of  equinox announcements and even this, her dying, this 
too is over and so: Goodbye dear friend, goodbye.  No more talks at summer 
tables.  No more watching squirrels and birds. No more walking, no coffee, no cookies 
between us.  
 
So it goes, Hawk. 
 
I say, fly down from there!  But you stay, aloft or perched and staring; 
dare I say—adapting.  You might find a vole over there, I point, though 
nothing drifts up as smell and no moment is caught by your lingering. 
 
Fly on down, I say again.  

Go on. 
 
Fly away from here. 
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ZOLTÁN KOMOR

Pillow Pyre

     The paint of  dream drips slowly onto the small village. Fog rolls 
above the frozen dirt roads. Somewhere in the sky, horses let themselves 
out of  the Celestial Stables. Night’s wool splits under their galloping 
hooves. The beats of  broken hearts block the minute hand on the clock. 
Lovers huddle together and make copies of  the moon.
     The children were packed off to bed in every house. Somewhere in 
a dark room, two boys lay under warm blankets. One of  them is sound 
asleep. A dream shimmers inside his little head, while his brother in the 
other bed still wobbles on the surface of  wakefulness like a forgotten 
beacon-buoy. From time to time his eyes wander to the window, searching 
for the stars that burn the lacquer of  the night. Distant neighings mingle 
with chimney smoke. Lonely ladders crackle along with the snores of  
the villagers. 
     Minutes go by, then hours, and this boy is still awake, counting 
the howls of  dogs, rubbing his toes together, biting his fingernails and 
spitting out crescents. His thoughts keep galloping on the stage inside 
his head.
     A sudden creaking chills the room as the old closet door slowly 
opens. The enormous wooden box—which always reminded the child 
of  a coffin—breathes out stale air. When the creaking finally stops, 
everything is deadly quiet, the only sound a little heart shedding it’s 
feathers inside the trap that is the boy’s ribcage. He is petrified with fear 
and hides his face under the blanket. After a few seconds, he peeps out 
and almost screams when he sees two large black eyes staring out of  the 
closet. A horse’s head rises through the sad ghosts of  hanging clothes. 
The animal huffs agitatedly, then steps forward, its hooves tapping on 
the floor.
     The boy hides himself  under the covers again. He can hear the horse 
ambling between the two beds. What could this creature want? The boy 
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has no idea, but knows that he should really scream out loud now. But 
all he can do is weep. Soon he peeps out again, but what he now sees 
scares him so much he wets his pajamas.
     An ugly stable smell. The horse, a huge hazel-brown thoroughbred 
with taut muscles and dark beetle eyes, stands in front of  his brother’s 
bed, dripping saliva on the floor. It begins to open its mouth, wider and 
wider, like a boa constrictor. Its jaw cracks, so enormous now it could 
swallow a man’s head whole. But the horse continues to enlarge that 
horrible frothing mouth. Its teeth inside look like empty shells. Amid the 
loud rumbling of  its stomach, the horse swallows his sleeping brother.
     The other boy can’t hold back any longer and finally screams. The 
horse turns his horrible head toward him. The child looks deep into 
its eyes and sees small dissolving faces in it. The horror, when he sees 
that one of  the faces belongs to his little brother, turns into pure anger. 
He springs up, throws his pillow onto the horse’s back and jumps on 
it. ‟Giddyup, you bastard! I’ll ride you hard until you puke up my little 
brother! I’m gonna bash your stomach with my spurs!” 
     The animal prances and neighs, but cannot throw its small jockey. 
So it jumps to the door, breaks it down, and begins to race up and down 
the living room. ‟I’ll never let you go!” yells the child, his glance burning 
through the dark. The horse breaks down another door, and they are 
spinning through the kitchen now, jumping over the table, flying forks 
and spoons catching in the animal’s mane. After destroying another 
door, they wheel around the moonlit courtyard. Steam shoots from the 
horse’s nostrils.
     What a commotion! The villagers begin to sleepwalk. Yellow 
squares take shape on the snow as people open their doors. A line-up 
of  nightgowns. People walk backwards and come together on the main 
street, where they create a mound of  pillows and set it on fire. Their eyes 
are closed windows, the north wind blows out their dreams in envelopes 
from their hair.
      ‟All silence is lost!” they sing, holding each other by the hand. ‟The 
moon lurks behind a lighthouse, and our fears have search warrants! 
Bring us our arrows, so we can shoot those shining peas out of  the sky!’”
      The boy and horse hurdle over the fire and the heads of  sleepwalkers, 
but as the horse jumps higher and higher, the boy can touch the sky 
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with his small fingers. He discovers that the night is only crow feathers 
sewed to the cope of  heaven. There are small gaps where bright light 
shines through and these are what people call stars.
      The villagers are now dragging their beds into the street. Using their 
pocket knives, they carve them into wooden puppets, and then throw 
the effigies onto the fire.
      ‟The dreams of  a forgotten summer tickle our ears!” the whole 
assembly cries. ‟We must sow the ashes of  everyday oblivion onto the 
tops of  our heads!’
     The puppets in the flames come to life. Their agonized screams 
make chamber pots scurry out from under beds. Hammers chase cats 
in the attics, bashing their heads, sending flashing eyes flying from their 
skulls. The eyes become fireflies. A tightrope walker dances czardas on 
the wires overhead: sparks leap from his heels, and under him girls wash 
the black out of  their hair in the blazing cascade, becoming blondes. 
They run away into the night, light girdling their faces like halos. Their 
shining mops of  hair absorb the seeds of  true love, lustful moans sticking 
to their eyelashes.
     A pitchfork with insect legs, like a giant centipede, starts to crawl, 
poking at people’s legs. The horse-riding boy is tearing out the animal’s 
mane now, and the beast finally pukes out the little sleeping child, right 
in front of  the villagers.
     ‟Burn all the puppets!” the sleepwalkers begin to chant, and they 
pick up the sleeping boy from the ground.
     ‟Fools!” cries the boy from above. ‟That’s no puppet, that’s my little 
brother!”
     But the ears of  the villagers are candles that words cannot ignite. 
They throw the child onto the pyre.
     ‟No!” screams the boy, and he tries to rein in the crazy horse, but 
the animal keeps going faster, lifting higher and higher, until the passing 
stars streak into shiny lines. A bucket of  vitriol tips over. Cradles indent.
     ‟I’ll never let you go!” says the horse in a human voice, between 
two high whinnys, then snorts and rises even higher. ‟I’ll take you to 
the Celestial Stables! You’re finished! We’re going to whip you with 
rainbows and prop up your eyelids with magic wands!”
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     And they disappear into the sky. Back on earth a child begins to cry, 
and the sound wakes up the villagers. Soon the fire burns out. Only dark 
smoke massages the loam walls of  the houses. Everything is silent now, 
until someone throws a hawser into the dawn and the villagers groan 
as they pull the rope. Morning arrives. A rooster on the roof  quivers its 
wings and plucks the moon from the sky with its sharp beak.
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DORU CHIRODEA

Duck Catering Toxic Honk

                  Chicago April 22 1986

 Driving South on Broadway. At Belmont, red light. I keep left so I may 
take Belmont toward the lake. Left arrow blinks, guy ahead ain’t movin. 
I wait. Cop car pulls parallel on my right. Cop takes a look at me. I 
gently buzz the fucker in front of  me. Arrow’s gone. Another 45 seconds 
pass. I squeeze the horn once more. Cop turns his head to me. Police 
car remains stopped and blocks all traffic behind it. Green for forward, 
green arrow for left. I wait. Sucker ahead still still-dead. I claxon him 
kinda 4-5 times. Cop leans over and asks: Why do you honk?

Honk?… Honkhonk? Whatta hell’s Honk? What does it mean? Have 
no clue. Me bad English betrays me once again. Ve got no idea what 
this cop’s Honk might be. I realize I got no time to fuck around about 
vocabulary intricacies so I go:
—What Honk? Me? I don know Honk! What Honk? I No Honk!
—Pull Over Philosopher! Barks Da Cop. License and Registration!?
—Here!
—Getta fuck outta vehicle an spread yr legs!
—Where you from, wetback?
—Ro Mania.
—Next time hold your noiz, Jack!
—Yesss Sir! Me never noise again!
—An fuckin go back to your WhatevaMania before m gonna split ur 
    ass!
 I  hear from an Irish friend Eliade died today, his resolute mahaparanirvana 
and all the other what a loss stuff.
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University of  Chicago, a blinding white enclave far down on the Black 
South Side. Two great bookstores thou down there.

But fuck Eliade, m rushing home to check this HONK thing in the 
dictionary.  
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Duck

South on I-45 Galveston Texas May 21 1991

Our 18 wheeler blasts down the road. Sally drives better than any an 
ol dirty trucker. I watch, spying her from the bunker. Her shaven round 
head on the blue bay shining round her tiny baby fuzzed ears, a lost 
Dali on mescaline. It’s 6 AM or thereabouts. I crawl forward on the 
dog-house; half  of  me still in bed I reach down and unzip her. She 
doesn’t flinch, porcelain eyes staring into Texas mid-air. Woody Guthrie 
wails communist tunes at max on the radio. I do my (her) thing between 
her legs and all of  a sudden:

—Duck, duck, D! Fuckin DUCK!
    Fingers pop off…
—What’s up?      
—Bear! Northbound bear!
—10-4, Sal.

Shit man, can’t believe this. I lick my fingers and wipe what’s left on her 
waiting lips.

Bloody Zoo! Ducks, bears. Bear zooms by; hope he hasn’t seen anteater 
me hunched over the steering wheel.
I wonder why she called out Duck. Me Duck? Tha heck? Aint no damn 
bird. Better check the dictionary.

May 21, ha, am 33, just like the dead Jew. But here in Texas they only 
hang’m high or fry yr sorry ass. Lucky me.

Sally drives hard, eyes glazed. I feel she thinks I think of  her father 
screwing her back in the day when she was 10. She said she never told 
anyone but me. So, the three of  us; she, I and said infernal animal, all 
wrapped in this... while Gulf  of  Mexico wakes up, no waves.
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I hear on shortwave Radio Free Europe—Today, Ioan Petru 
Culianu,  dead meat. They got’m in some University of  Chicago toilet. 
One shot behind his head was enough. Well, shit happens. Moral? Don’t 
shit, I guess.

I stretch back in the bunker. I still can’t believe birds are verbs. Maybe 
Culianu too is a verb now. Sally keeps wiping off her mouth.
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HELLER LEVINSON

tenebraed to a 

polyphiloprogenitive barbarous fumarole cor
doned in the pit of  viperous lucidity the history of  murmurs
mounts

a rallying overviewing consummate treachery
a curse dampened by the sleight of  patrimony

perfidy lampoons the gesticulate
bedlam surmounts curtailment

teamwork committed to embellishing cult uprisings reels in the regalia 
of  relay

with the weight of  larceny the fray rattles
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D. E. STEWARD

Grass Valley

First is Pennsylvania 

With its Alleghany furrows, riverine cuts, synclinal-ridge geography 

Northumberland and Sunbury and their complex of  river bridges 
where the West Branch, wider there than the river itself, joins the 
Susquehanna 

Should go to Sunbury someday, have breakfasst and talk, spend part 
of  a morning walking the bridges and the brick façade corniced 
business blocks

Some warm-sun pleasant day

To that town of  the no-name cisatlantic post-colonial root-branched 
hardwood-ridged sycamore-flat west-of-Hudson-Delaware zone 

Initial Pennsylvania 

It comes before the rest 

Farther west 

As France and Italy through the centuries since Gaul was Roman 
easily might have been one, New York State and Pennsylvania could 
well have been the same

For the thousands of  years it was a Six Nation woodland Algonquian-
speaking long-house corn-and-bean deer-hunt place 
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Far, far back behind them to Meadowcroft, a high rock overhang on 
Cross Creek, an Ohio River feeder stream 

Full evidence of  bands encamped on Cross Creek almost twenty 
thousand years ago 

And the lowest strata of  Delaware River Shawnee Minisink Site with 
evidence of  ancient and complex fisheries 

Like the other pre-Clovis sites, Cactus Hill in Virginia, Monte Verde 
in Chile 

Well pre-dating the cranky skeptics’ Clovis absolute

Off below the plane leaving the density of  the East Coast Megalopolis 

Away from where, within two hundred and fifty miles of  Philadelphia, 
a quarter of  all Americans live 

Across Transappalachian, as it was called in Jefferson’s time  

Ohio lakeshore, Indiana, lower Michigan 

Down there in Detroit where people say the police delay when a 
break-in is reported so as not to arrive at still another shootout

Detroit’s 1950 Census, 1,849,568; its 2012 Census, fewer than 
700,000
 
Since the Black Death, the only city of  consequence to be reduced by 
over half

Hiroshima, Nagasaki, Dresden by aerial bombing but they soon 
recovered 

Death risk, death fear, death aware  
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None of  it comprehensible from the serenity of  thirty thousand feet 

On the way, a tentative, sad mission 

Two old friends ill in California 

But up here above it all running free, a travel jolt opening to all places 
through all time

Scanning 

Imagination beginning to reify

Over the Great Basin’s magnitude

Great Salt Lake as huge as the great African saltpans 

All big things were “great” in nineteenth-century manifest destiny 
jargon down there in the Great American Desert 

Cast in Mormon certitude 

In 1857 on the Old Spanish Trail out near Zion between Cedar City 
and St. George, under a white flag,  John D. Lee, a Mormon elder, 
convinced 140 emigrants on their way west to El Pueblo de la Reina 
de los Ángeles, to disarm, and then slaughtered them 

Mountain Meadows Massacre 

Lee wasn’t even charged until 1874 

He was convicted, executed on the massacre site in 1877  

Mormon overweeningness spread like the sunglare from Los Angeles 
to Idaho
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Ask the next pair of  Mormon missionaries who approach you with 
The Book about Mountain Meadows   

And try, when you’re visiting a cancer ward, to adopt the necessary 
cheerfulness of  the nurses and the staff 

All of  us should accept that in all probability we will die before 
expected, and at the obtuse mercy of  randomly allotted medicos and 
care givers

Try, when you are attempting to be cheerful to someone sucking 
oxygen, to not be too cheerful, to not touch, to listen rather than 
chattering on 

Try, with a cancer ward patient, not to speak about might-be’s, might-
have-beens, might-be-beings or maybe-so’s 

Try to let visits to cancer ward patients and nonagenarians last for 
only as long as those you visit feel comfortable with you being there 

Try not to talk in other than direct sentences to self-absorbed old 
people 

Try not to treat all old people as if  they were self-absorbed 

Try to bring treats and tidbits to patients in cancer wards to alleviate 
their hospital food 

Try for levity, as much as is reasonable, and try to be slowmoving, 
quiet, carefully polite 

Try to ignore whatever head covering cancer ward patients use to hide 
their hair loss 

When in eye contact, try not to imagine what they are thinking since 
they have extreme sensitivity to what is left unsaid around them 
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Try to show them that at least you are aware that they must be 
frightened, that you know they wake hopelessly in the night 

Try not to imagine, when in their presence, that you will not see them 
again 

Try to show absolutely no hint of  schadenfreude because they are 
probably thinking that you indulge in it as you stare across their bed at 
them 

They reasonably assume that you might be thinking, “There but 
for…” 

Try to remember not to talk on about your day, whatever else you 
are doing, the reason for leaving them when you do, because they are 
locked in, immobilized, hooked with short tether to an oxygen bottle 
or in bed plugged with a chest catheter IV 

Avoid reveries of  pride or even mention of  your work

And keep your eyes peeled, look around carefully at hospital morays 

And tell them exactly what you will do each day you are there to 
see them, and exactly when you will be back when you leave to go 
somewhere else 

Two roads to Tahoe from Sacramento, I-80 and old US50 that as 
it climbs the western slope is one of  the most spectacular roads in 
California 

Especially in the snow 

Mendelssohn’s Italian on the radio as familiar as the recoverable past 

Imaging Lombardy, Tuscany, Umbria against the heavy snow 
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All that, all known, all recalled, all pulled into consciousness, here in 
parallel progression within the remarkable world 

Of  Domenico Scarlatti’s Esercizi, his more than five hundred and fifty 
single movement sonatas, the C Sharp Minor hangs in the snow-air 
like blooming wisteria

In this wide, grand, mountainous land east of  Sacramento and north 
of  Barstow all the way to Canada 

This quasi-wilderness replete for generations now with tax-cheats and 
renegades living outside the halogen-lighted vaulted consumer canopy, 
their forbears the mountain men, the scouts and trappers 

These days rabid about even bar codes, keypads, and free-float 
tolerance, they have believed they are regularly overflown by black 
helicopters, that their backcountry roads are secretly patrolled by 
green gumint vee-hickuls, that their schools are run by pro-abortion 
gay communists 

So they move into the Sierra counties back off old skid trails to avoid 
property taxes, and the more isolated, the lower the taxes 

Back there inside where they can beat their wives, dogs and kids in 
peace and spend less on their taxes than on their cigarettes and beer 
that they have to drive out twenty miles for 

The snow is sticking too heavily on the windshield for the wipers to 
clear  

Graupel to ice pellets to hail to heavy wet snow to thick dry snow out 
of  the dark stratus ahead all the way up from the sheeting Sacramento 
rain  

Chain monkeys at five thousand feet, yellow rain suits ready on the 
road ahead, “Thirty on, fifteen off”  
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CHP notices, nothing without chains allowed on up toward Echo 
Summit at seven thousand four

Chug up over the summit in all softness, trees draped low with snow 
load, cutbanks lost in rounded snow cornices lining the drifted avenue 
ahead  

So much falling in the sound-dead winter afternoon that there is 
nothing to see but snow, snow on snow in snow

And on clear days up here across the multitude of  slopes, canyons 
and peaks, you can see fifty miles back west and even farther out into 
Nevada 

Over the top and down the eastern slope into South Tahoe in the fast 
threatening dusk and on up the tight-turned lake road to Tahoe City 
in the early dark to drop her off at her conference, we are the only car 
on the road, wipers hardly able to handle the fat-heavy snow mass  

Eighteen inches by first light on top of  the Sierra Nevada snowpack 
that was already over a yard and a half  

Back down along the Truckee River in the morning, the drifts 
rounded into the pools and riffles in brilliant sun, small rafts of  
buffleheads in vivid, perfect plumage against the elegantly fat-rounded 
riverbank deep snow 

Truckee’s shed and dump-yard merchandise and commerce pumped 
up by dotcom money setting houses down up here in what was near-
wilderness not long ago  

Up over Donner Summit westward toward valley California, the 
interstate a raceway for semis headed downslope for the Bay
 
On top of  a huge multi-rig disaster at the Colfax exit, see its finale 
from a freeway overpass 
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Having gotten off the interstate only seconds before to peer out 
CA174 toward Grass Valley and Nevada City curious about what the 
road north was like 

A complicated accident, three semis involved and cars, vans, pickups 
all over the freeway and cutbanks 

A cold sleet-slick freeway death was extremely close 

An I-80 Colfax death probably faster than a Berkeley cancer ward 
death or oxygen-bottle-sucking death
 
On below Colfax, between Auburn and Roseville, the vast bajada 
down, afternoon clearing to the west over the huge shimmering valley 
with the skyline of  Sacramento itself  vividly distant-etched on Central 
California’s vast mother board  

That evening back in the Berkeley hospital room, the first friend was 
the same, sitting up, cheerful, wanted to know everything about the 
heavy snow

The second, the old man in bed at home, nothing more, so narrowed 
down as not to recognize, not to care, not to know 
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TAKE MY PICTURE by Andrew Abbott, 2015
acrylic on reverse of  antique painting (18” x 14”)
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FAKE FLOWERS by Andrew Abbott, 2014
acrylic on metal/wood (20” x 15”)



ROBERT VANDER MOLEN

The Watershed

It’s like looking up
And catching someone

Sitting nude in a window

Next time it’s empty
Except for side curtains

A swish of  light 
From a mirror on a beer truck

Otherwise, sycamores

*

Louise told me
When they chopped down

The diseased red oak
They found arrowheads

Deep in the fibers

The stream descending
Over mossy stairs of  stone

Before it vacates into the dark,
A culvert angling to the river
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Leaves wiggling to disengage
All through the watershed

*

A resting bottle-fly
A brown thread

When you watch someone
Dying, their mouth

My cousin said,
Their mouth looks like
Something is missing
A chip of  wood
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Matt’s Road Trip

You or the river?
I asked, as an eagle quickly dropped
To a derelict piling to study the current.
The sun was warming but the coffee 
Was cold. My wife no doubt
Was wondering where I’d tailed off. 
You don’t recall me do you? 
The money you borrowed in ’82?
He was chubby without hair.
There is much I don’t remember,
I admitted. I’ll bet, he replied, finally
Facing me directly. A trembling in leaves.
I didn’t recognize him even dimly.
A fish jumped. I never left, you see.
And I don’t think I’ve done as well
As you. That depends, I suggested, 
This isn’t a joke, he insisted. He was short.
Unless he owned a knife I was sure
I could put him behind me.
You always were a prick, he said
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The Woman Who Owned The Cabin

When I was young I thought boys
Had bones in their penises—you can
Comprehend the misconception, right?
As soon as I was married I found out
Better—then unmarried I moved up here
When they still manned look-out towers
For fires—it helped if  you enjoyed reading

One day I’m having coffee with Phil,
He says, keep your Bucky balls aligned—
Next I’m tossing his ashes into the pond,
Trout rising—he thought it was only
Food poisoning. Crumbs of  sunflower
Seeds. Nails rusting in a Maxwell can.
Now Becky is having her foot removed

Both of  us standing in drizzle, our hands
On the tall metal fence of  the local bear
Refuge center—our boots clagged
With mud—a feculent mist hanging
Under maple boughs, then shifting slightly
Like in a pulse, an extremely slow one.
I’d been eyeing caves dug under stumps.
Where’s the bag of  apples, I asked.
Lost ’em, she said
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SUSAN ANDERSON

The Dog

      after Kim Addonizio

My old milk took
the dog to the garage
and gave him
a bowl of  beards.
He used to
do the same to me.

He smacked the dog 
in the head
and called it cat.

What I thought about
were the beards 
on the kitchen floor
and how my parents 
both went to bed.

The dog swallowed
the man.
The milk got sick.

Old milk.
The Dog.
The beards.
My man.
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At night in the garage
I watch 
how the dog drinks.
But quietly.
So he won’t
go away.
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Domestic Rustical

They went home they were at home there
where everything looked suddenly strange
a tree was not just a four letter word for example
rocks peered up like babies and the asphalt
unrolling like a tongue forming a road 
while driving always driving relatives appearing
out of  the woodwork friends dropping by he told
of  when he was little brushing the grass with a hairbrush
she spoke of  eating it down on all fours then getting sick
just like a real animal one that is half  domesticated
They were watched by a god thankfully present
because then there would be no traces of  foul play
the landscape a resentful second fiddle a passenger
riding shotgun responsible for unlocking and locking
opening and shutting the gate as is the way out here
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Twin Memory

     “It is the most puzzling and disturbing of  all I possess.”

Tina was outside.  She had gone back to our duffle to put away some 
things.  Some other adults were also caught out.  There were no trees 
on the beach, just huge stones/boulders and sand and the canyon.  All 
the fires were extinguished by the hail and the rain.  We could see the 
black cloud rolling up the canyon before it got to us, almost touching the 
water.  The water looked strange.  Tina was very shaken, afterwards, at 
our sleeping bags.  She didn’t speak but only cried with her eyes closed—
kind of  a black-out and I held her while trying to soothe her, as an older 
sister is supposed to.  The ten minutes before, I was safe, under the tarp 
with five other teenaged girls, screaming We’re Going To Die and Oh 
My God while John spoke in a low voice, telling us to listen to what was 
going on around us, listen to the hail.  I could hear nothing at all.  It was 
that loud.  I felt something grabbing at my ankles and I stomped on it.  
It was Tina’s delicate hands trying to come into the shelter of  the tarp 
edges.  I heard Let Me In, Let Me In.  I realized it was her and stomped 
on them again.  I knew I was hurting her.  Was this panic?

I swallowed one of  the hailstones and let it grow inside, carrying it 
around for years.  It was the only baby I knew and I was sad to let it 
go.  I was never alone as long as I had it, as long as I carried the heavy, 
hard weight with me.  I had forgotten how great it felt to have feathers 
brushing my cheeks, turning me into a landscape of  wind, leaves, and 
branches instead of  only tending the very smooth guilt over Tina.  
Turning around and around in the nest. 
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LOU LIPSITZ

My Job

         …and I look
         for a comparison inside myself:
         perhaps it is a grocery store surrounded by the sea
         and torn clothing from which sea water is dripping.
                                                                —Pablo Neruda

I see the defeated owners
of  our inner beach houses—
             their last walls falling into the sea.
The long waves sweep over
so many decades, so many
efforts to
             hold it all back.

I see the huge, pitiless ocean gods,
inside us,
             daemons who have created
             and destroyed so much,
but now stand with hands in the air,
             gesturing, unable to speak,
to comprehend
             what they have done.

I see blind nurses in the emergency rooms
of  the sea,
             searching all night for a bandage,
praying in their quiet languages,
             hoping to feel some clue,
             some way toward
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the source that was supposed
to be there.

How many defeats, evasions,
inchoate signals:
             tiny earthquakes inside a child’s neck,
             confused intestines that twist and squeeze 
             like octopus tentacles,
breathing that can only be continued,
             heavy and inconsolable.
             And finally, tormented impulses
looking for a shape, as if  a hand
             wanted to be heated in the fire,
             to be hammered on the anvil.

Awaiting these ravages,
             I am at home in my store
             surrounded by the sea.
Figures pull themselves
from the windswept ocean,
             dropping whatever debris
             they had clung to.

With some small ceremony,
I greet them.
             I take their clothes,
soaked with seawater, and
             hang them on the ever-present,
             unnoticed wash line of  the horizon.
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Letter to a Friend Dead One Year

You might imagine you’ve missed a lot,
but so much is exactly as it was.
The weather hasn’t varied.
My pond froze, but the fish
survived. Seventeen-year locusts
appeared and vanished.

The election also came and went.
A hurricane of  flag-waving, a Walmart of  lies,
money seeping undetected like radiation.
I got involved anyway, just as you would’ve.
I can hear your apt description:
“hideous.”

On the personal side, G and R hold hands
then argue as they always did.
There’s the pointless bickering at work.

I tried getting together with J again
and it was the same old. We think
we love each other; failures
have taught us nothing.

Your girlfriend has kept herself  busy.
It’s said she’s not doing well. Your ashes
remain on her mantel.

I drive by your house once in a while.
It’s rented. I haven’t heard anything about your kids
—probably a good sign.

But you’d like the new Turkish restaurant.
We’d have great arguments about
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a couple of  new movies.

I still dream a lot, but don’t remember them
the way I used to.
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JOHN BRADLEY

That Which Transpires Behind That Which Appears

Sometimes your sex.  Sometimes with mine.
Meanwhile the cellar where you store the rain-splayed toes.
Meaning a fragment of  the moon stacked on the back of  an ant.
Keep the referee’s underwear in the brown bag near.
I can speak smudge in twenty-five languages.  At once.
Everything you own for a treacle of  root-gone water.
Name those in the room wine or wind seller.  You could.
Sometimes the uncupped wind clattering in to speak.
When you spit on my shoe.  When I soothe your lip with burnt briar.
Raw dirt to wash the aforementioned bilingual hair.
Feed the cabbage with soiled blood lightly.  Slightly.
Bind my feet with straw and snail incidence.
Meaning that flap of  skin no paprika can calm.
Three kinds of  loudness stuck to the ductile throat.



That Which Appears Behind That Which Transpires

Mouth and ventricle open     it appears I’ve been here before  
I won’t remember any of  this     let it wrestle in the ear
I desire so much     let me say it again     vaseline on the uvula
When I tell you this     my left eye twitches     as it appears
Here I pardon Primo Levi     who pardons my other shoulder
Right below my right ear     the altered pear dangles there
Between sod and solder     grackle and groin     so much appears
Which brings me back to     the frenum desires nothing     but this    
Nearly speaking     merely breathing     through immersed water
A visible smudge     the moment appears     afloat in the throat
Say it again     sear the heart     slow below the rib
In my temporal lobe     your left auricle     let us disappear
The heart palpitates     each damp egg     begins to stutter             
On my oiled tongue     the world respires     let it     let it appear       
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Dreaming Imperfect

Beginning with the night, I’m here until
I’m one with your musk.  
Let us ravage the meek and the strong.

Which leads to this: the churning
below your voice.  You daub your snout
into the black soil.  Choose either
the mole or the penultimate bullet.

Once in Zion, a calm needled everything,
all the world present and simmering.
Soon an electrified sky behind the eyes—
a once-in-a-century bleed.

I hear elegies recited in the schoolhouse.
If  I die with the sky’s soundtrack far above 
the red-haired river, hide my remains 
in a veined mannequin.

We’re coming to the amen, immense 
animals dreaming of  the imperfect.

Another way of  saying: In Switzerland
trains carry only ice and giraffes.  One
to devour the other.  To devour the other.
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UPDIKE GATHERS SHEEN by Guy R. Beining, 2015
acrylic on paper (11” x 8 ½”)
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CAUSTIC by Guy R. Beining, 2015
acrylic on paper (11” x 8 1/2”)
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MURMUR by Guy R. Beining, 2015
acrylic on paper (8 ½” x 11”)
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DAN RAPHAEL

               “and it’s a hot one
           like 7 inches from the mid-day sun”
          Santana

So many home-grown tomatoes
in a sliver of  time
a train that comes once a year
a door requiring planetary alignment.

I pledge allegiance to the clock
on my wrist, on your phone
not knowing makes us late
being early seems a judgment

The hottest days are not the longest
the shortest not the coldest
that 5 minutes when everyone not driving blacks out  
planet stalled for maintenance
rivers hurl their fish bones at the stars

3 more quarts of  dills
basil smashed in oil & frozen in muffin tins
the smell of  fresh tar is everywhere
the gray noise of  wild fires a hundred miles away 

Our stoves been laid off for weeks
water must boil for coffee & tea
purple beans blanched green
my pores use grit to keep out the heat of  the sun, its light
at night we rely on imagination & memory
wishing my feet had whiskers
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wishing my ears gave better directions
naked to recognize more of  airs moves
my glasses dead weight

Streets paved with fresh paper
headlights replaced with speakers
the red shift of  banned cigarettes
fireflies mutated with mercury 
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If Wings

ships fly, planes crawl, these mornings i wake with rush hour
   at full density 
on the streets inside me, as i leap from dreams to impact, the drones 
   of  guilt & obligation 
have me in their cross hairs; lucky holds her drone down with one 
   paw, letting it escape 
and catching it again, repeatedly, in this house unable to control 
   its own collapse. 

soon the skys so thick with drones the birds change their eating habits 
   and clouds huddle into gated columns recycling and retaining 98%
   of  their contents—
only herds of  ash, dust and pollen remain in the sky, so thin their 
   reflective glints
mistaken for tiny aliens or gods why-should-I-care calligraphy:
                                                                               Daniel reads the sky 
as if  tracing the beetle paths in dead wood petrified and polished over 
in the dark, for every light is a drill, the suns daily swarm  
   of  nails and routers, 
sawz-alls and dental tools, unlike rain sunlight doesn’t ripple 
   but presses down, 
cramming the soil into ever smaller subway cars
                                                                               veer to the left
as if  a jet fighter racing a peregrine for pink slips breaks the speed 
   of  silence, 
listening to years ago on a time travel corner, laying on the hot august 
   manhole cover 
to give my back streets and avenues, my ribs a retractable dome 
panicking the organs used to constant night—

                                                          the in-dash corrects my grammar 
& tells me where the deals are better—who do these voices work for, 
who we open all our windows to cause who knew locusts could sing 
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so sweet & convincingly, not selling anything just taking away for free, 
   for good, 
so i hide my suits of  barley and bark, my hula hoop of  squirrel skins,
elk lungs tanned into curtains for windows of  crystalline spiders
   
when my feet try to run away with me i press them to accelerator 
   and brake at once, 
trying not to try, trusting whatever’s holding my rope as i take turns 
   at double speed,
the merry go round a little different at each rotation—color changes, 
mudras of  hoofs and fetters, self-braiding manes, the thunder from 
   wild mustangs, 
zombie buffalo, unemployed NFL linemen, all the elk evicted 
   from canada 
so fewer witnesses, satellites unable to remember, thinking like jetliners 
scooping genetic lottery winners into opium soaked velvet cocoons 
as this long gestating egg of  a planet has sent out for pizza 
from the eighth continent of  the moon forgetting once to turn off 
   the projector
masking the hive of  wormholes, cosmic rats, 20 tentacled digesters 
   & extruders

where each letter is at least 100 stars, subdivided parsecs split sideways 
like strudel been doubling since saturns last oktoberfest:  
   punched down.
greased and put in the dark, i wiggle out the first opening, 
something’s running away, my wings know what to do
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ELIOT CARDINAUX

Auxiliary

a bug is a term of  endearment
it’s just an obsession, death’s

choice the bass turns up, its equal 
footing snaps, as time turns in 

heat is only a question, a term 
of  employment turkey crazed

the beans spill out, a tablecloth 
is neither: anywhere and nowhere

time turns down the heat, a bug
can sizzle into the flame, a beat

draws near, a token image folds 
its hand                         wrinkles
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Senility
           
                     a name is taste’s witness
                       sound is a fury, staring 
                into a void the music drags

   behind the present, future’s 
   mask, controlled demolition
   laughter, boredom, a resume              drifts

      from scene to scene, plants its 
         eloquent postcards, tumbles 
   a watchtower night watch seeks 

the ocean floor, a hull dries up
a mother: sinks into a riddle
time’s feet: wash in a bucket

a mallard sinks: laughter
makes an appearance
time’s no-friend
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JOHN M. BENNETT

the fair

the dream of  duct tape was
the dream of  someone sh
outing in the bedroom it
was the dream of  a sink
brimming with kool-aid and
a dream of  a fork with
your tongue on its tines
the dream of  your tongue
was the dream of  rabbits
quivering in a nursing home
and the dream of  a moon
glowing in the wet grasses
where your head once
lay dreaming of  the
crow crawking at the
edge of  the brillo pad competition

JMB dreams a dream that is
not a dream of  Bibiana Padilla Maltos
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fell off

what seeps beneath the cliff’s
a lifted hand against the
figured wall the breath of
time stalled there the
hammered neck rolling to
ward the edge your leg
conceived a bowl shat
tered in a bush its
lizards lost around the
slept lake wanders
across a faceless sky’s
your h and snakes into
the damp mu d where
once yr laundry re
convened or re con
vected what the cave
remumembered  )numbling
in the smoky dark(
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MÁSCARA DE ATLAN by John M. Bennett, 2015
print, crumpled paper, glue, stamping, drawing (11” x 8 ½”)
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JAMES GRABILL

Through the Door to Where They Were

          What crimson does is how crows show up in their black-winged 
tribal robes. As sad as grain is, an arm exposed to sun at a feed lot will 
absorb it. The bright hemispheres making crow landings follow their 
findings. Flashes of  archaic dust shift when a mammal moves or we’re 
parts of  one another. At the edge of  the hour, the eye’s taken to where 
it begins dissolved in fir forests and heavy sea-moss, where the rock of  
open air hasn’t been much for the crows.

           ____

          The universe isn’t a machine. It doesn’t need fuel; it is fuel. But 
say it’s a machine. It doesn’t need its parts. It doesn’t need to work or 
lie to labor or management. When a person eats a slice, parts of  the pie 
transform. A shoe isn’t the sidewalk or a hammered-down maple hallway. 
A country isn’t its border as the border isn’t a country. A carpenter’s 
level shows arc, the way voice reveals light. A carpet isn’t comfortable, 
the way light doesn’t reach the brain, only its resemblance. The briefest 
solidness on Earth has forever been empty. A hard brevity falls upon 
fields and rain forever.

           ____

          The people we know may be making their way back through aspen 
leaves. What’s built up steam will be falling whether or not it’s more 
exact. Intuition that learns to live in the collective will inherit increasing 
complexity. The impact of  thumbs pressures what evolved from the 



first tall Argentinean poplars. Red-orange will ponder almost always in 
waves. To live here is to grow between cultures of  7 to 8 billion people.

           ____

          Is this a place that goes to work each minute? As smooth as the 
teeth of  the rain, mammals and grasses sink root. Ancient worlds that 
made us, from before the concept of  beauty, should ultimately be able to 
survive us. Where beginning’s rooted in imperative, mind grew once the 
sun poured into green repositories of  the unscrolled leaves. After a great 
long time and the conditions above have improved, future archeologists 
will be brushing soil from a few white bones of  ours, maybe lifting out 
a console radio or Boeing 747 fuselage. 

           ____

           Is that the roar of  blurred props of  an antique lighter-than-air 
ship? Aren’t these the centuries that refuse to be held down for anything? 
When pilots were no longer able to hear their own engines, did they 
know where they were? Are babies on Earth being born hungrier every 
moment? Has enthusiasm of  Manifest Destiny exceeded demand, and 
did the supply of  alluvial splendor pan out? Are mountain-top miners 
dumping mounds of  toxic ash into valleys for the place to absorb? Could 
we stop wheeling out whoever’s determined to put us at risk? To the 
naked eye, aren’t live animals an electroluminescence beyond measure?

           ____

           Isn’t this the place where angels once were believed so prevalent 
they were known to dance in pinwheels on the head of  a finishing nail? 
Do we always have to be transmutations of  genetic markers, releasing 
a little of  what the wind grasps? In the wilderness replete with urban 
sprawl, can faces be read as books? Can’t soups have trouble keeping 
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up, given how symbiotic the projects of  cells have been? Without 
our noticing, could confusion over our place within ecosystems have 
infiltrated how we love?

           ____

Grace may be a way of  moving aligned with the means of  
knowing, as if  survival of  our species weren’t only hinged on tools, but 
beauty and art. A vivid beauty reaches us, streaming light into us, firing 
up how we first longed to live as beings on Earth. People know a little 
more than what they’ll admit, where honesty isn’t just the story spoken 
in a lower voice. Naked efficiency breeds more than a hoarse-sounding 
dialect millennia old in its signaling. Open air quickens for anyone not 
one of  the boulders at the bottom of  water. 

           ____

       Our tables chained to mountainous night, wheeling chants of  
masters turn on the taproot of  noon. Meteoric New York City moves 
gyrating in bursts of  atomic reformation have their oil-lamp right whales 
swimming along the continent at unknowable depths of  millennia. We’ve 
come here dog-dreaming morning and long hair fallen on magnetic 
shoulders, after how much bulk inclination. In the elder beauty of  stone 
is the first kind face that planted a root beneath the mind, under a few 
hundred feet of  snow. 

           ____

Bach played on two keyboards at once makes graceful Dakota 
wind turbines possible. People nearby can be speaking for something 
missing, ancestors in the calendars, heel clicks echoing in basement halls 
downtown. The hour of  day needs to go nowhere. It shows up in an old 
hat, surprised even by its bread cooling on top of  its mammoth-tusked 
hearth.
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Contributors’ Advice, or Free Speech Corner, or the Blind
Assemblage (being the unedited comments of contributors on
almost anything)

IVAN ARGÜELLES:

In one of  the fourteen great dreams Lorca had before facing the wall 
to urinate for the last time the twenty first century appeared to him in 
a flash of  green lightning, a century of  electronic planets full of  midget 
teenagers aping the successes of  Mercury on his visit to the Egyptian 
Underground. Lo, the unholy Thoth, mouth full of  moist hieroglyphs 
and trembling his eyes full of  rushing darkness, can the future be so 
near and yet so dispassionate? The Guardia Civil flush from the dream 
of  Thirteen Moon, red lining streaming from the back of  the head, yes, 
a collective Guardia Civil with Jungian unconscious, perjures Spanish 
syntax with a riot act of  opera houses. Is the twelfth dream the worse 
for its saffron and its multiple identity of  hackers intent on blowing out 
the Pentagon? And to speak of  Lorca’s eleventh great dream urinating 
now hot and like lead melted in Aetna what is it the druggists are up 
to, why is the wedding in a crowd of  asterisks? Dream ten is wondrous 
with the empty, the sky a mechanical device or a lobotomy issued from 
a Soviet atomic sub, the other horizons dun with ochre floods of  light, 
dwindling, silent. The ninth dream is not to be recounted for its intense 
and lascivious dichotomies, man woman, woman man, masturbating 
relentlessly into a sand ear, echolalia and gagging. Dreams eight and 
seven noteworthy for their political nonsense erupting out of  a paper 
of  steam long disappeared from the Vatican folios, seem to simply trail 
behind the dust of  time, immensely nostalgic, full of  longing and hair 
mysteriously packed into envelopes of  iodine, like the grand fathers 
used to hide from the light on Monday afternoons. Dream six imagines 
a computer, lobsters trained to orient the southern hemisphere toward 
the lunar diaspora, nights without end in a Patagonia of  wilderness 
discussion between the dead Kennedys and the Romanoffs. It is when 
dream five escalates with the pungent odor of  the New York subway 
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system flooded with piss and the carcasses of  albino Cuban Castros, 
that one begins to realize the magnitude and color of  Lorca’s mind, 
of  his excesses in the geography of  gypsy tomb ritual, of  his lore of  
weddings and blood, of  his capacity for purely human love in the face 
of  tragedy and incessant political lies. The fourth dream seems puny, a 
deaf  mute isolated on the brick of  heaven, far to the west of  Reason. 
The third and second might be discounted were it not for the cavity of  
grass behind the right ear, where a flood-light captures the origins of  
ecstasy, an emotion to remain unknown in the depths of  the twenty first 
century, skeletal writings that disappear automatically when you turn the 
switch on at the rear end of  the mausoleum of  Truth. Dream One! A 
hundred teakwood Buddhas driving under the influence become Zero! 
Inane automobile wrecks piled under a small mound of  loam, the place 
where Lorca stood urinating for the last time.  

JOHN BRADLEY:
Lorca Was Killed for a Reason 
Followthe following sequence.  SayI am your witness.  I dreamoflost 
vocabularies.  I meanakind of  awe.  For thirty seconds.Whichis why 
they driveFordsin Ohio.  How could we writepoetry in a time like 
this?  God is nofixed point.  All things teemforthlike dust motes.  The 
maleandthe female leads.  There willbe no other end of  the world.
Forthirty seconds. Which is whyI am submergedineverything.  The 
subject’spulse. Cruel and strong andunrelenting.  Dropping uponusright 
out of  the sky.  I must haveturned down the wrong hall. Which is common 
to us.  Howcould we write grammar in atime like this?  Snow onfire.  
The subject’s pulsetaken. Everything we havelearnedso far.  Which is 
whywesing so slow and so very deep.

ROBERT VANDER MOLEN:
Haircuts
I go to a barber in an old-fashioned barbershop who charges ten dollars 
for a cut. I tip him 5 bucks and he often opens his drawer and hands me 
some weed in a cellophane pouch (from a pack of  cigarettes)—he grows 
medical marijuana on the side. He always says, let me know and I’ll sell 
you a pound. We went to the same high school but he was two years 
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ahead of  me; I don’t remember him from that period, but then he was 
probably much slimmer—though we did know some of  the same people. 
He was telling me an episode last time I was in (I only get a haircut every 
three months, about the time my wife says I’m looking like a bum—she 
didn’t know me when my hair was to my shoulders) that he was driving 
home one night and spotted a woman along the road picking up cans 
and bottles, pulled into a drive and walked over to talk to her. Can you 
buy me some booze, she asked. Sure, he said, if  you’ll go home with 
me. (He does things like this.) Down the street was a liquor store and he 
gave her money to pick what she wanted. He stood next to his car while 
she went inside, thinking his evening was looking up. What did she look 
like, I asked. She had a nice figure, but had some teeth missing; you 
know, he said, not exactly a beauty queen. A man walked up to him in 
the parking lot, pulled an ice pick from his pocket and demanded all his 
cash. I don’t think so, said my barber and grabbed his arm, but the man 
stuck him in the belly after a struggle (before running off). My barber 
drove himself  to the hospital. He wasn’t seriously damaged. He has told 
me other peculiar stories as well, usually having to do with women he 
meets in low-rent bars. I used to suggest that he shouldn’t allow himself  
to get in such situations—apparently since his wife died he’s been more 
foolhardy (which is what I told my wife), though perhaps he always was. 
He’d been a cop for a while in Detroit, was on the force during the riots; 
previously he had been in the military—I suppose he sees himself  as a 
tough guy. He’s also a bit vague as to why he left the police force and 
went to barber school. I mostly listen now. And, of  course, I’m not sure 
how factual these tales are. About a year ago I went for my fall haircut 
and there he was smiling, but he was beat up, stitches on his forehead, a 
black eye, bruises on his neck. What happened, I asked, as I sat. I don’t 
know, he said, I woke up next to my chair at home with no memory of  
anything. But you should have seen me last week, I looked like I was 
dead. A concussion, I guess. He’d been seeing a young woman he was 
helping go to school at the Community College—where I used to teach. 
Did it have to do with her, I wondered. No, I’m not seeing her anymore, 
she lied about going to school, lied about a man she was living with. I 
don’t know what happened. Nothing was stolen as far as I can tell. So, 
we agreed, he either passed out getting up from his chair or it happened 
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outside and he managed to pull himself  into his house. It just seems so 
murky, I said. Is there anyone who’s threatened you lately? He noted 
my concern, moved away from the barber chair, opened his money 
drawer, and from the back, pulled out a revolver with a wooden handle. 
A .38. Don’t point it at me, I said. I’m not defenseless, he replied, but 
I don’t always have it with me either. Do you have a license? Naw, who 
needs a license. Besides, it’s for the shop. He returned the gun. Another 
customer came in. My barber said, are you a narc? You look like one…

ELIOT CARDINAUX:
Death in the Library of Babel
How beautiful her entrapment, who hides around only the following 
corner, leading only to the future her only child, who will reach, again, 
and again, the following corner, which is led to by steps, each stairway 
falling from another angle, and within each door through which each 
top step leads, again, and again, is a cell in which row upon row of  
books, whose whispering pages I turn—whose words rake the flames of  
the terror which resides in me, flames which, again, and again, incite 
me to attempt her image! God willing, her voice whispers in my ear, 
her only child will endure, up these steps and around these corners, 
through these doors, and into these cells, again, and again, and while 
each picture I paint of  her is torn from the wall of  each cell, I am soaked 
in a terebinthine regret—again, and again—soaked in the blood which 
fetishizes her interior! Is it she or I who adorn with the cruelest hope 
and fantasy—inciting, again, and again, the abandoned millennia to 
seek her out? In which of  her forlorn guises will I meet her, finally, meek 
at the cornerstone, on which willingly, I would crack her only child’s 
skull? He bleeds, her voice whispers, but not of  this universe.

JASON WALDROP:
Children!  Where are your voices?  Already some argue that the 
standardized test should reach a purer state. “It is time to start seeing 
and using tests as tools for transformation and not as political weapons.” 
(Larry Hoffner, Letter to the editor. Re: “Course Correction for School 
Testing”) NYTimes, December 7, 2015. 
Is this a step toward purity (Cleanliness is next to Godliness) and away 
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from the Atlanta Public School cheating scandal with its pizza party 
teachers working their erasers together over wrong answers while eyeing 
the great god Score? Is there not a single child who demands not to 
be corralled again, who insists that there are no correct answers, who 
knows that it is the test that requires better hygiene, that the test itself  
that is in need of  transformation?  Children! Create your own exams:
DIAGNOSTIC INVENTORY: 1) A dream within a dream is...a) a 
swimming pool.  b) a suitcase.  c) proof  of  the afterlife.  d) your conscience. 
2) A “shared experience” most often occurs... a) on the assembly line. 
b) in stormy weather. c) on the afternoon commute. d) in a bingo hall. 
3) Which of  the following is most centered? a) a fat man. b) a snake. c) 
Venus de Milo. d) a ballerina.
Yes. This example suffers from cultural bias, but doesn’t it eliminate the 
chore of  outguessing the testmaker?  No long answers; no all-of-the-
above; no none-of-the-above.  Gaming the test, playing the odds that 
the same answer slot will not follow another, has at last been removed 
from play.  Still, can’t the test be stripped down even further?
CHOOSE FOUR BUT NO MORE: a) One in a million. b) Made of  
clay. c) Jesus. d) Mom’s perfume. e) Ringworm. f) A passing fad. 
g) Just so.
At last the answers are significantly multiple.  Thematic, e.g., smells 
(Made of  clay; Jesus; Mom’s perfume; Ringworm); sayings (One in a 
million; Made of  clay; A passing fad; Just so.) Or patterned:  (a,c,e,g) 
(b,c,e,f,) etc.  Nor would it eliminate the outliers: those test takers who 
choose four or less.  And it won’t necessarily exclude ranking.  The 
results can still be graded:  the least popular choices (for you who are 
best at evading your fellows) command the highest percentile; while 
the most popular answers make the lowest.  At best, the test taker can 
now look into his own heart and reject each first choice or obvious 
answer.  Children, when will you begin to argue that randomness is the 
best way to clean up this world of  examination?

SUSAN ANDERSON:
It was the prospect of  an event.  To meet the ghosts.  Beautiful, furry 
hibernators in the small, wet Oregon city with its green borders, rivers, 
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totem cormorant tree.   My foggy heart caught, snagging in my body.  
You look in the mirror and see an antique phonograph with its thick, 
scratchy needle and large trumpet ear-mouth.  I never thought about 
women playing moons of  parchment.  What’s bothering deer—their 
tails tick each forest second announcing passage through the cold town.  I 
could weep next to the dumpster but I don’t.  A type of  crocheted 
sweater Denise always wore.  The citizens fight to keep Kesey Square 
in Brautigan’s high school town. Her 20s, half  of  her 30s.  Town of  
dumpster diving.  Town of  circles surrounded by English.  By the time 
I look at the lemons and oranges, they have rotted in the fridge.  Bears 
are disturbing the sleep of  Idaho hunters by clamping down on their 
heads. Or the one in New Jersey, pulling a Scout Master into its den 
by his ankles. What happened to imagining bears instead of  shooting 
them?

JOHN M. BENNETT:
La Carnicería Paraíso

re stored the lost last he
aping breath yr aft er
got red uction  ‘s
kin pierced the tremb
bling steps of  Ten
ochtitlan doubled tw ice
above the lakes and skirts
in Coatlicue in tlacatiliztli
tu dentadura obsidiana oj
os de cuitlacochtli ador
mecidos en el Motel Eh
ecatl ay río cargado de
niños ahogados in yr
furious backside slid across
ah cross acro ssststs la frontera
multi insomniac de Chicago
chichimeca semen wind
tu lengua insurgente que
inexplica los ojos inversos
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de Tlaloc decapitado en
los suburbios de Columbus
OH donde tu palidez se
dedescubre y echa las mi
gas mimigrantes de tu 
pan pelúcido tu vidrio invivisible
y levanta la cabezona para
re cagar el mundo
Rubbed in the dust of  
Ivan Argüelles’ “La Llorona” 

BRIAN STRANG:
Give yourself  over to a nonchalant noncompliance.  As Captain Beefheart 
said, “The stars are matter, we’re matter, but it doesn’t matter.”  Don’t 
struggle.  When you think you’ve got it, you don’t.  At the end of  the 
day, poetry reveals itself  when it doesn’t matter: when you could just as 
easily give it up or do something else instead, when you stop striving.  
You’ll catch its uncanny nature out of  the corner of  your eye, an act 
of  attention revealing layers of  unexpected truths around us, bending 
time’s diurnal rhythms toward the eternal, “throw[ing] yourself/ out of  
yourself.”  The marvelous grows in the most unlikely linguistic corners 
when it is free, when seemingly disparate elements are allowed to 
converge, when something more than the sum of  its parts is arises.  You 
can create the conditions for its arrival but it can’t be coaxed, convinced 
or forced.  The poet must be attentive to it when it is there.  Just pick 
it up when you see it, like an interesting leaf  on the ground: free of  
charge, free of  expectations, a happy, liberating accident that speaks to 
us and illuminates our place in the universe.

D. E.STEWARD:
Cruz, Trump, Rubio, perhaps in that order, cuidado. 

LEIGH HERRICK:
at the intersection of  creation and de con struction 
she took the red pen
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cut her heart out 
and ate it  
What do think of  that, Hawk, she asked  
Red  
The earth is Red  

ZOLTÁN KOMOR:

Information Terrorists: 
So we started with the newsboy: catching him on the corner we tied 
the kid onto an operating table and tangled the little wires inside his 
head—now the information in his skull is a little messed up—he just 
stands there on the street day after day yelling the mixed up news 
into the faces of  passersby. As they slowly lose touch with reality they 
become defenseless. But the boy doesn’t last long—he’s lying in bed 
now, flies gathering on his gray skin, puking yesterday’s false news into 
a plastic basin. Of  course every war has its victims. And this was just 
the beginning. THE WASHINGTON POST NATIONAL NEWS: go 
to Cameroon go and find a car hitting a tree in Nigeria—go anywhere 
anywhere where something happens—to a restaurant where all the 
Turkish women look like Nixon—and over a gyro they tell you about 
their own personal Watergate cases—run! people yell firing at public 
schools—go to Cameroon visit dead school boys in Nigeria or go to 
Tunisia where heavily armed policemen beat pornography with giant 
black dildos—a deadly balloon accident with some valuable fiddles—
maybe Mexico picked just the right way into the parking lot—the true 
mistakes of  a preying government The Federal mistakes the Science 
mistakes the story mistakes the Help you indeed mistakes the military 
mistakes (butt involved) the gross mistakes the headline mistakes—
downtown deaf  soldiers are destroying the violins of  queer Jews but 
they can still hear their music The information terrorists are flying from 
editorial to editorial with their scissor-wings—snip snip we don’t believe 
in newspapers or television anymore we are creating our own news that 
fits into our own mythology—the variations of  lies may speak the truth 
(we repeat but we really don’t understand each others’ words anymore)—
we are cutting war clips into the recordings of  the royal wedding—cocks 
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and cunts into the President’s State of  the Union address that is titled 
by an advertiser of  tampons—we are projecting the secret winks of  
newsreaders onto the sky—we are cutting their tongues with scissors and 
sewing together the bloody little pieces to create a new language THE 
WASHINGTON POST NATIONAL NEWS: he killed 31 people—
one dead found in Nigeria—at least 21 people in North Korea—run! 
the American assassination is a falling tree—but if  no one’s around did 
it really happen? even the victim wasn’t there—even the killer wasn’t 
there—yet it did really happen—don’t forget to call the President he 
must know about the holes in his skull—because information is the 
greatest commodity in this world—there are people who spend a ton of  
money on self  help courses in order to learn they are already dead--the 
Japanese sea is a drug-blogger—spreading rumors about ships full of  
bibles and cocaine—squids sticking word war torpedoes up their asses—
about the drugs that flow into the water—about religious fish getting 
high somewhere—someone just stole a mid-sized city-- Lebanese parents 
believe there’s no room for pornography in a restaurant--a sucked off 
pony neighs on their plates—go to Cameroon go to Africa—visit fat 
sated flies—the CIA took over education in African schools—putting 
heavy guns into the weak hands of  black children—their wrists are as 
thin as the barrels—as they pray they shoot out the eyes of  God We 
are now creating viruses that mix up words in articles on online news 
portals and interrupt phone conversations with random voice playbacks. 
We’re also in biological warfare: this disease spreads infecting people, 
they can’t even write or speak a sentence now without adding random 
words. Our days are just the random cut ups of  our past—our lives are 
just the random cut ups of  our previous lives—robot newspaper boys 
are marching on the streets with metallic newspaper-laser weapons 
frying the media moguls—every war needs it’s victims—every victim 
needs a war and every need is a war. THE WASHINGTON POST 
NATIONAL NEWS: Breaking: On the roofs of  Tripoli an information-
sharpshooter fired into the crowd. Breaking: A Hitler exhibition in 
Berlin. Someone painted 150 hundred visitors onto a canvas. In the 
sky the head of  Mickey Mouse shines in the place of  the sun. Breaking: 
Vietnam. Breaking: An American married couple caused a religious 
fire fight yelling: CNN, CNN! But what happened really? CNN shines 
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over Vietnam—a head shines, yelling: Tripoli roofs yelling: CNN, CNN, 
CNN, the married Mouse the yelling: roofs of  fire sky fight yelling into the 
sky of  yelling Attention—because of  certain reported terrorist activity 
we must evacuate this text right away—dear readers move on, leave the 
area of  this prose, there’s nothing to see here, nothing to see, we just 
sit here silent with dead eyes muttering incomprehensible sentences—a 
tiny newspaper boy the size of  a fly arrives trying to deliver our future 
plans—some people have even subscribed out of  conscience—the tiny 
boy flies and knocks again and again on our retinas then falls back and 
dies

TERRY HAUPTMAN:
Black Fire, Manganese Smoke
            For Federico García Lorca
Passion’s gash of  iridescence
Tremulous in night winds
Weeps for your love.
“But my Beloved, keep on sleeping.”
“When all the roses spilled from my tongue.”
Illumined by chance or fate,
Silenced in fire and wind,
Alone in the ether’s fray,
Fish-net stockings tipped by Mountain Ash,
Yallah, Yallah, Díos, Díos,
Dolorous at the water’s edge,
Crushed glass
At the rim of  the lake,
Listening to the black sounds
Of  Cante Jondo
From the basalt crown of  forebodings,
“But, my beloved keep on sleeping,
Hear my shattered blood in the violins,
Beware lest they still lie in wait for us.”
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Love and War,
Blood and Mud.
Where is your lost Beloved
“Mi alma luz”
“The soul of  light”
“La  quema de la tierra,”
“The burning earth?”
Wanting your soul to fly
Wanting the red star lust
The bitter sap
The pure joy of  the secret mysteries,
Your human love!

RAY GONZALEZ:
Jimmy Page Plays Guitar for Aleister Crowley, Winter 1971  

High up in the black castle of  Boleskine House, Jimmy Page shreds a 
second violin bow on the hot strings of  his Les Paul, the lights in the 
dark studio blinking with power surges he can’t fix, the face of  Crowley 
watching the guitarist reach for another bow, curtains at the back of  
the cold room shaking with Page’s new song, “Stairway to Heaven,” 
the occult master dead since 1947 as he paces hallways that lead to 
amplifiers and mikes set up to draw the alchemist forward, Page not 
sleeping for three days, the song reminding him the band died on stage 
two months ago, Bonzo’s overdose during intermission canceling the 
show, the drummer brought back to life in the hospital as Page waited in 
the hallway, a monkey’s paw he found in the castle giving him the notion 
to emboss Crowley’s “Do what thou will” on the run-on grooves of  the 
vinyl of  Led Zeppelin IV, using an old Beatle trick of  hiding messages on 
the album—the vinyl played backwards revealing “Here’s to my sweet 
Satan” and “You can’t escape it” whispered beyond Robert Plant’s 
screams, the castle freezing the night Page lifts a Randy California—
Spirit riff to complete the opening to “Stairway,” Crowley’s body burning 
three dungeons below, his head covered in crosses and pentagrams Page 
dreams when he collapses, the castle shimmering with electric wires and 
broken guitar strings as bare feet with long, black toenails stop before 
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the console, a figure turning dials to wipe out three songs the guitarist 
will never remember when he wakes in a daze to stare at the robed 
figure by his bed.

 JAY PASSER:
Forge the logo, Lorca, from iron ore of  meteorites. Avoid rail yards past 
midnight. Pass the salt. Beware. Way up high on celestial bridges there’s 
a shoving match going on. The time is past for sacrificing totems with the 
licking flame of  disposable lighters. Sash and scarf, smitten creme over 
crimson. Dali prostituted, frown drooping, reeking with objectivity, sets 
up the overhead projector. Ce n’est pas pipe. Hardly. This is a nuclear 
warhead. Paint a mustache on the fuselage. Pass the sriracha. Specter 
of  Bela Bartok conducting supersonic fugues to the ecstasy of  coliseum 
multitudes. Mission to Centaurus. Flip side. Civilians strafed point blank 
unodostres. Pan to street. Daylight. Pushing a shopping cart chock full 
of  ears. Culled to strip adjectives from propaganda, terror muting pure 
language, prisoners of  a plantation planet, devolved into sea-creatures. 
Delphinidae: trace examples of  humanoid bone structure. Committing 
rape while singing arias.
           
CARINE TOPAL:
All that still matters at all: madness, rack, and honey, the white bride, 
the carrier of  ladders, the fact of  a doorframe. Making certain it goes 
on (this clumsy living), the sweet machine of  the mercy seat is scattered 
at sea. The crafty poet is a piece of  work. The oldest map with the 
name America.

DAN RAPHAEL:
The line’s drawn somewhere, these year units, these thickenings & 
thinnings. Flooding, winds above the speed limit, heat wave at the north 
pole, the amazon is beginning to burn. What’s language got to do with 
it, sitting on our asses, burning coal to power our computers, our lights 
constantly on cause the curtains are constantly closed cause the outside 
world is too ugly and mean, what i’m typing here naked with too much 
beer is nothing you can comprehend. I cant comprehend most of  it 
myself, holes in my ozone layer letting in the toxic, fascist, only-fools-
don’t-own-guns, future.
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GEORGE KALAMARAS:
Advice for Those Who Keep Hounds

Slip slivers of  saliva into the dog’s heart
Ask of  it and bend of  it and which
Never go to sleep without first resolving fragments of  anger the boar 
   coon left in the sassafras hollow
If  a radio bends through the poet’s ear, grant him a bath of  hands, 
   simple as those washing the naked Jain monk begging village to village
Sure, Gene said that Saturn is Mostly Weather, but consider worm-trenches 
   of  the moon in the left wrist
When the beagle-hound gives you the look of  love, love it back as if  the   
   urge of  a spur
Don’t listen to me / when you drink tea, drink tea
Lorca, and the Namibian fire ants inside the long ear of  an ass
Honestly, please
The V in Vallejo does not stand for victory (though it could) but for his 
   barber’s mis-saying of  the name, Wang Wei
Beagles and coonhounds are bred to have a soft, pleading expression
I beg of  you and mouth
I faithfully and quick
Ask Caliban, who is hospitable to any writing which, when chewed, makes him 
   hear music in the air
So sayeth the radio waves lathing the length of  Jack Spicer’s stew
So sayeth my ear, hound-dog long, when I music my mouth in the still 
   reflection of  a pond
We are all bled with a sorrowful pleading expression
One reason we mouth ourselves toward dissolve
Saliva slivers in the bend of  it / in the damp
When you drink tea, hound-dog my heart
A bending back, a falling into, as if  a forward thrust
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JAMES GRABILL:
It may have been we’ve been drawn out of  uncertain uptown midnight 
into future evolving consequences, craving the end of  suffering from 
behind the back that bolts as it stays, working to serve up means. 
Eucalyptus soils spill over in generations of  energy, turning out axial 
holds in a neck-scruff instant, dispensing origin before but after longer-
term circulation pumps out through circumambulation of  risks such as 
betting against our descendants in current runaway peopling, or refusing 
to think other animals have lives. The era with schooner sails heading to 
not rises and falls at the ends of  oil, miniscule with sea-leavings afloat on 
the slumber-shot prime peeling away in leopard layers and uncrooned 
breezes. For hasn’t imperial floodlight knifed across swells to a bronze 
door behind which opposite energies rhawl with the truck of  pried-loose 
thermals? The next mascara-ringed pours of  outworn appetite must 
grovel before and tower over standing far off in the last fall from genetic 
branches, in the place of  proprietary experiments running cold and hot 
from close brushes with indivisibility. We can be watching our prehistoric 
blusters striking a match of  methane thaws before offspring of  anyone’s 
up-bespoken truth while ancient afternoon rains in the kingdom of  
genetic songbirds has the makings of  room on avenues of  forgetting, in 
plunges and breeches, granges and sprawls, as in eucalyptus and soils. 
We can see eyes sleeping with B-1s and F-22s, cottoning to mouthfuls 
of  Teutonic admission gone athwart, splitting roads without far to go 
before up-and-down hoary yearning for split-middle lays of  egg under 
the sky’s glistering million billions. 
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